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W. D. Lowe 
Vocational 
School 
presentr 
THE TOWERS 
Sponsored b; 
VOCATIONAL UNITED 
A&.emhlc.:d and printed 
by the students of 
W. D. Lowe .1nd dtdit,lt<:d 
to the graduates of I 959 
\ . 
.. 
The Great Divide 
Since 1923 the Vocational School has been travelling upward and now it has reached 
its Great Divide. The period from 1923 to 1959 hos seen thousands of students enter the 
portals of this great school. They come during the day and at night, young and old, and 
from near and far. 
The W. D. Lowe Vocational School is p roud that it has been able to provide the staff 
and facilities for so many students to obtain their education. It has been our privilege to 
o!:>serve the mental and phys:cal growth of these young men and women as they prepared 
for business, industry and citizenship. The philosophy of Vocotional Education does not re-
strict the training simply to the use-ful, but endeavours to provide music, art, drama, and 
the opportunity to participate in United Nat:ons programs, which will cultivate the spirit of the 
student and produce a sound social attitude. Our graduates ore giving leadership to busi-
ness and industry not only in this city, but throughout the length and breadth of Canada, 
and in many of the states of our neighbour to the south. Over three thousand students 
served in the armed forces during World War II. During the dork days of the war this 
school provided the facilities for training those enrolled in the war emergency classes, so 
that trained personnel would be available to assist with the war effort. 
The enrolment at the Vocational School hos increased to the extent that it is necessary 
to establish o High School of Commerce. The H:gh School of Commerce and the W. D. Lowe 
Technical School will hove well qualified teachers and excellent facilities to educate young 
men and women for business and industry. 
In June, 1959, the commercial teachers and I will say o nostalgic goodbye to Vocational. 
We will toke with us fond memories of happy evernts that have transpired over the years. 
We will remember, too, our pleasant associat ion with our fellow-teachers and the many stu-
dents who were in our classes. To Mr. McGee and his staff, we extend our best wishes for 
continued growth and progress at the W. D. Lowe Technical School. 
G. F. DEAN 
Sketch Club 
~ockey Star - VIC SARTORI 
IT 
left to Right: Tony Moncinone, lorry Hyttenrouch, Bonnie Stee 1e., Marilyn MacVoy, John Hidi. 
SPEAKING CONTEST WINNERS FOR 1959 
By Marilyn MacVoy, Cl 2/\ 
JUNIOR GIRLS (Bonni~ Sleene C1031 
Bonnie's speech was entitled "A -Book I Have 
Particularly Liked" anrl dealt wilh a chapter called 
"Imagination" from a book on Practical Psychology. 
She feels that imagina:ion is I> neces'sory qu(llity of 
all great people. lhe world is centered around the 
gifts of immortal poets and writers who used' their 
imagination in creating the great wor~s of art whi~h 
have become our legacy. Blit, just because we do 
possess this gift of imagination, we must not let our 
thinking power stagnate. How we use it depends 
entirely uupon us. With the coming of a new dawn 
is the coming of another opportunity to develop some 
new idea. 
SENIOR GIRLS IMa1Hy:1 f.\a:Voy Cl 2AI 
Marilyn chose "Democracy" as the topic for 
her winning speech. She compared the advantages 
of living in a Democratic country to the life of a 
citizen in a nation somewhere behind the Iron Cur-
tain. She explained that the borders of the Com-
munist regime are expanding slowly but surely, and 
we must make every effort to thwart their progress. 
She feels that it "is the good fortune of a ll of us to 
live in a country where we breathe the precious air 
of freedom; the only air in which progress can thrive. 
This is why we believe in Democracy!" 
JUNIOR BOYS I Larry Hyttenrauch I 
Larry's speech dealt with the Scandinavian 
country of Denmark. He spoke of its inhabitants and 
their ancestry. He compared life in Denmark with 
that of Canada. He explained their system of ed-
ucation, government, and chief industries. Transpor-
tation in Denmar:< is mainly by bicycle. The country 
itself is composed of approxima'tely 500 islands! ~ul 
only 100 of these are inhabited because of dense 
1oresi. The mc:i'l is lands are connected by bridges. 
Its climate is similar to that of Northern Canada. 
lhis is a country in which the sun never seems to set; 
even at night there is a faint twilight glow. 
5ENJO~ BOVS I John Hidi, C. Sp. I 
John's speech was entitled "The Battle of 
Gettysburg". He described the personality and char-
acter of the Generals on eac~ side. Robert E. Lee was 
the leader of the Confederate Army and after the 
death of his "right arm", Stonewall Jackson, Lee 
was not able to find a man with the leadership 
qualities that Jackson had possessed. Lincoln was 
also having difficulty in finding a leader for the 
Union Army. Due to these circumstances, two armies 
me, al Gettysburg under rather hap-hazard con-
ditions. Lee had the better organization, although 
Meade, of the Union Army, had superior number, and 
should have made a conquest, but he attac'<ed the 
center of the army. The heavy artillery was too much 
for him, and his folly was the downfall of the South. 
Thus ended the immortal battle of Gettysburg! 
INDUSTRIAi. ACCIDENT PREVENTION CONTEST 
(Tony Mancinone C1 2DI 
Tony chose "Sa;ety is a Skill" as the theme of 
his speech. In an age of automation, safety is es-
sential in keeping the country 's economic production 
at its peak. Safety should be stressed in the factory 
where loss of man-hours through needless accidents 
results in a loss of money. Accidents ore preventable 
and con be greatly reduced by everyone contributing 
to.make this a safer world lo live in. Keep "accidents" 
a word-don't let them happen to you. 
As another edition of The Towers goes to 
pre:;s I om happy to hove this opportunity to offer 
my congratulations to the Editor, the printer and 
all members of The Towers Stoff. The production 
o: o Year Boo:, is always a vost undertaking, and 
t~e additional task a{ printir.a such a boo!< is a 
project requiring bold confidence arid the exercise 
of a skill of which )'OU and the whole school may 
be proud. Each one who ho~ ployed a port will 
surely profit from the experience. 
This will be the last edition of The Towers 
to be produced by the combined e'forts of Com-
mercial and Technical Students. That ill-starred 
day approaches when Mr. Deon and a large port 
of our staff and students wil I leave us to assume 
the privileges and re~pon~ibilities associated with 
the institution of a new school. They will build 
well and we ot the W. D. Lowe Technical School 
shal l be proud to boost that they were once port 
of us. I wish for Mr. Deon, his stoff and students 
great hoppiness and satisfaction in this new and 
challenging enterprise. 
MR. McGEE 
The decision to establish a High School of 
Commerce and lo move the commercial depart-
ment of this school into it means that this is the 
lost time some of us will be appearing in your 
Year Boo'.<. 
Although the new school will present new 
challenges and interests, we shall hove frequent 
twinges of "homesicxness", I om sure. We believe 
you will miss us too. 
We ore proud of this school. Our pride centers 
not O'l its pleasing architecture or its size and 
facilities, but on the individuals who, having 
pos~ed through its doors, have brought honour to 
them~elves, their school and their community. Our 
sincere hope is t!,ot its students will continue to 
uphold its reputation as one of the finest schools 
in our province. 
W. J. JENNINGS 
It is with mixed feelings that we see the 
Commercial Deportment r.1ove to its new location 
in the Harry Guppy Commercial Centre. Our two 
Departments hove been closely associated for 
thirty-six years in a united effort to build our 
school into one of the best Vocational Schools in 
the Province. Through the years a proud record 
of high scholastic achievement hos been estob· 
lished by students of both Deportments. 
Now this united effort will end. But as we 
90 our separate ways the same objectives which 
have guided us for many years will give us a 
pattern for our individual ventures. 
To our friends of the Commercial Deportment 
may we say we shall miss you. The Staff ond 
students of the Technical Department congratulate 
you upon your new status, and wish you every 
success in your new School. 
MR. FISHER 
STAFF PICTURES 
Bock Row. l. to R., Mr. MacArthur, Mr .. Maynard, Mrs. St. Lou's, Miu Connerty, Mr. Spalding, Mr. Deon, r. Allsop, Min 
Cameron, Mr. Jennings. 
front Row, Miu Coughlin,. Mr,,. Oldaker,. Min McMonus, Miss M:Xoy, Miss Campbell, Min Green. 
Standing, l. to R., Mr. Weil', Mr. Nixon, Mr. Sivell, Mr. Mcle 1n, Mr. Gillies, M,. Hermon, Mr. Bac.hynski, Mr. (. Muuoy, Mr. 
Starr, Mr. Barnes, Mr, Hogon, Min Yorgo, Mr. Popkoy, M .. Walton, Mr, Malkin, Mr. Cowgill, Mr. Deon, Mr. Neeley, Mr. 
Byrne, Mr. Parent, Mr. Flager, Mr. Adsett. 
Sitting, l. to R., Mr. Lawrence, Mr. fisher, Mr. McGee, Mr. Aitc:1ison, Mr. Levine, Mr. Magda, Mr. Cole, Mr. Weiu, Mr. Wolten, 
Mr. Sherman, Mr. Reynolds, Mr. Buie, Mr. Mc.Manus. Mr. Baird, Mr. Neilson, Mr. Augustine, Mr. Dickson, Miu loithwoite. 
Absent: Mr. Hor:-ison, Mr. J. Murry, Mr. Anderson, Mr. Ryon, Mr. Newmon, Mr. Edwards, Mis.s Beosfey, Mr. lows.on, Miu Laymon, 
Mrs. Lowery. 
le!t to tight: John Andonion1 Richard Skinner, 8. Newmon (Cooch), Bob Hor'tis, Jim Hynds. 
GYMNASTIC TEAM 
by Bob Harris 
For the second consecutive year, the W, D. 
Lowe Vocational S~hool Gymnastics team, coached 
by Mr. B. Newman, hos reigned as 0. F. S. A. A. 
( Ontario Federation of Secondary Schools Athletic 
/\;so~iotion) champions, being victorious over teams 
from oil across the province. 
In 1958, the competition was held in Toronto 
at the University of Toronto and, after a revision of 
the score, our team v,as declared t:1e winner, nosing 
out North Toronto Collegiate by several points. 
When the team travel l ed to Peterborough in 
March of this year to defend their title, they returned 
home undisputed c~omps with '!line out of ten 
medals. The team piled up 38 points, beating the 
runner-up by twenty: ctne points. 
Bob Morris was the tec;im ' s highest scorer and 
individual meet champion with 18 points, coming 
fir:;t in the free calisthenics and the pummel horse, 
and third in the parallel bars. 
Jim Hynds, lost year's individual champion, 
tallied 14 points for our team by winning on the 
high bar and parallel bars. 
All this isn 't accomplished easily, however, as 
the boy:; spend from two to three hours a night after 
school, five days a wee!<, learning new movements 
a~d rou:':;es that they will use in the forthcoming 
meet:; . 
Anyone in the school may join the Gym Team. 
The only requisite is an intense desire to learn and 
the willingness to worl< hard and long. Rhythm and 
co-ordination rather than strength ploy o predomi-
nant role in the development of the master gymnast. 
Junior Typing Champions 
BE:VrnLY GRIE:VES CIIA 
PAT BARDSLEY Cl2A 
Senior Typing Champions 
JE:AN WIE:CE:K Cl2A 
VIVIAN 6ARRICK Cl2A 
All City Football 
VIC RADOVICH I-IENRY CZERWIENIE:C 
OFFICE STAFF 
L. to R.-Mn:. J. Smith, Miu M. Bentley, MiH M. Golod, Mn. 0 . Girardin, 
Mrs. 0 . Mills. 
STAFF CHANGES 
by 
IRGNE DANIELS 
Mr. Deon, our principal, soid, " This is the 
yeor of the great Divide", ond how true this state-
ment is. It pertains not only to the separation of 
the girls from the boys but o lso to the separation 
of the Commercial teachers from the Technical 
instructors. Some twenty teachers wi ll leave Lowe 
Vocational to commence teaching at the new 
Guppy Commercial Centre this fall, whi!e Mrs. 
J. Cass, a member of the staff at Guppy, will re-
tire this Spring. 
Mrs. Coss has been a teacher at Lowe 
Vocational for two years and is teaching for her 
third year at the Commercial Centre. Best of luck 
to Mrs. Cass in her separate role as housewife. 
The following is a list, of teachers who are 
moving in order to make two schools out of one-
a bigger and better commercial school and o big-
ger and better technical school. Both these in-
stitutions will always have affinity because of the 
invisible thread of having pnce b1en one. 
Mr. D. G. Allsop 
Miss J. E. Beasley 
Miss E. Cameron 
Miss S. Campbell 
Miss V. M. Connerty 
Miss H. Coughlin 
Miss G. Green 
Miss M. D. Laithwaite 
Miss H. Layman 
Mrs. B. Lowery 
Mr. W. G. MacArthur 
Mr. R. M. Maynard 
Miss E. McKay 
Miss A. McManus 
Mrs. P. Oldaker 
Mrs. M. St. Louis 
Mr. A. E. Sparling 
Miss M. A. Varga 
Mr. G. F. Dean 
Mr. W. H. Jennings 
a 
.• 
GRADUATES 
1959 

SANDRA AlLAN-Cl2C 
S.A. Swimming. 
f.S. Oh Heovensl P.P. lypewdten 
thot con't spell ,i9ht. 1969? Dish• 
wosher ot o reslouront. 
GAIL AMSDEN-4:12C 
S.A. Steody doling with R.S. 
F.S. Shuc:ln. P.P. Peroxide hair. 
1969? Morried to on outstondin9 
commercial artist. 
RICHARD AWAD-T12C 
S.A. Hod:ey. of course. 
F.S. Rots. 
P.P. Ford cars. 
1969? C-ord ond o few little ones. 
ART BENNETT-Tl 2A 
S.A. Standing on the third floor. 
F .S, Am t ever glod. 
P.P. Girls with pvrpfe hoir. 
1969? Molting holes in doughnuts. 
TERRY ALLEN-Tl 2A 
S.A. ?tloJCin9. 
f.S. Not more homeworlcl 
P.P. Women drivers. 
1969? Sonitory engineor. 
ROBUT ANDERSON-Tl2A-D 
~ '\. Watching 9irls. 
F.S. If I live thot long. 
P.P. 81odc s0<h-short skirts. 1969? 
Collecting unemployment insurance. 
RUSS BALKWILL-T12B-A 
S.A. AYoiloble girls. 
f.S. You're cruising for o bruising, 
P.P. Hll'!n,y IV (oll ports). 
1969? Still looking for o job. 
ALLANA BENOIT-Cl28 
S.A. Going lo the Coral. 
F .S. Trcnscription again? 
P. P. Homework. 
1969? flying Cf•IOO's. 
JOHN AND0NIAN-Tl2B-A 
S.A, Gymnastics. 
F.S. ··Hollo therel" 
P.P. Guys stealing my girts. 
1969? Ploying Tanon in Africa. 
ROSE MARIE BARCLAY-C Special 
S.A. Ooncing. 
f.S. Oh. not En91ish ogoinl 
P .P. GeUing up for school. 
1969? Retired. 
CAROL BERNHARDT-C S .. ciol 
S.A. Men. 
f.S. Toke off. 
P.P. Jock. 
1969? Raising soccerists. 
DAVID AMBEDIAN- Tl 2A-A 
S.A. football ond hockey. 
f.S. ''Whot o fishl .. 
P.P. Mr. McGee·, Ve<ton. 
1969? fresh oir inspector. 
PATRICIA ANDREWS-C12A 
S.A. 8aseboll. 
F .S. Oh golly! 
P.P. Chrysltrs. 
1969? legal secretory) 
PAT BARDSLEY-C12A 
S.A. Drawing?? 
F.S. Bill. 
P.P. Damp weather. 
1969? living on o desert. 
LEN BERTELLE-T128-C 
S.A. Doing homework, 
F.S. Well, I siveu. P.P. Four boll 
combination in side P"O<ket (pool). 
1969? Raising o nice fomity of 12. 
LOUISE IARROW-C12B 
S.A. Eating stow suppus. 
F.S. Oh, A,lene. 
P.P. Eatina lunches too fast. 
1969? Indigestion. 
FRANK llllCJ<-Tl 2A·A 
S.A. 8illiards. 
f.S. Ir's th• low of th• iungl• and 
the woy the cookie crumbles. 
P.P. Wo,king. 1969? Retired. 
EMILY IOOZE-C12B 
S.A. SIHping. 
F.S. Oornl 
P.P. English lit•roture. 
1969? Workin9? ? 
FUD BUWEI-T12C-A 
S.A. Locker inspector. 
F.S. Get lost. 
P.P. Mous•y. 
1969? ? 
MAT BAUMGARTNER 
DONNA BlACK-C12C 
S.A. Tennis. 
F.S. Oh. good arfef. 
P.P. hople who o,e smart. 
1969? Scrubbing Hoors for Dr. Irick. 
TIM IOTTCHEI-T12A-A 
S.A. Hockey, track. f.S. Wt,ot's that 
answer again, Dobson? P.P. People 
who QiYe wrong on1we,s. 1969? 
Oroftsmon ot Ford's (windows). 
KEN BROOKES-Tl 2A 
S.A. Music and girls. 
F.S. Charlie is a bird dog. 
P.P. Working, 1969? A Member 
of the Fresh Air l eague. 
LORI IAUMANN-C12B 
S.A. Making eyes at a certain som•· 
one. f.S. I sow Poul today. 
P.P. Those olher girls. 
1969? ? 
JEAN PAUL BLAIN-Tl 2A· E 
S.A. Homework. 
f.S. Go man, go. 
P.P. He:,ry IV 
1969? fresh air inspector. 
EDDIE B0YCOTT-C12D 
S.A. Checkers. 
F.S. lovely job, just grand. 
P.P. School teochers. 
1969? Gorboge collector. 
JUDY BROOKS-<: 12C 
S.A. All sports. 
F.S. Con I !,ave o bile? 
P.P. People who don't 9ive bites. 
1969? Still bvmmin ·. 
JU::)Y 11!:CKETT--C Special 
S.A. Y.leens, walking to Potterso,, 
F.S. let's toke o trip to Chotho"' 
P.P. Promises! Promilesl Promiuu 
1969? livin9 in Chatham. 
PAT BLEWETT-C128 
S.A. Making pizza for yov kno.., 
who. f.S. Oh Koy, Ru is modot 
me. P.P. Rumouis. 
1969? looking ofler Ru Jr. 
PAUL B0YKO-T12C 
S.A. Hot rodding and chasing 9i 
F.S. You know ii. 
P.P. Blondes chewin9 bubble 91,1111 
1969? Married with ten kids. 
CAROL ANN BROWN-C12B 
S.A. Fo-rgetling. 
f.S. Oops, I forgot! 
P.P. 8:>ys. 
1969? Spinster. 
... 
d .. 
... 
KIN HOWN Tl21 
S.A. Dro1 hutigotor. 
f.S. Wlt.ot d'yo «ay. ,.,. llowi"t 
1,-,•iui-,. 196t? 0-Mr of thre 
t,i9ve:1t kt nMI •"op in Ca.nodo. 
IOGU CMIY-ll2A 
S.A. TfOCk. P.-ld. Golf. lowlin9. 
Crou C..try. r .S. Nice ,Mt. 
,.,. Gail M<.Kin~11''1 hoircvt. 196., 
C.tti119 Mir for bohf-MOdM wollMft. 
AllCE CATHUINI-C12C 
$ .A. Writio1. 
f S. It's otaost fridoy. 
, .,. C.ttint t. u:hool. 
1'69? Hou.ewi,.. 
HUC1 ClAIII-T121 
S.A. rtayin1 d11oplticlu. 
f . S. 0,doy Ion 
,.,. Whot·, a ltih without a u>or,on, 
l969? Doing o Highland Ulna. 
IICHAID IULLU-CI 20 
S.A, flunlcint low teslt 
f .$. AU N,-nds on tM cirn1•· 
stoncas. ,.,. Six cylinder en9,M1. 
1969, Gt11ppy Coa•ucio~ ~tre. 
HAINI CAHIHI-C12C 
S.A. Tolkt111 to GaU (aU the ti1NI • 
f.S. Nott.in·. Gail. 
P.r. Wrilin1 Mt.S. 
19697 Toll.int o troin t'O AIM,to. 
CMOl (AVENDU--C121 
S.A .. ., hie-ads. 
f .S. I know hi 
,.,. Girh 
1969? r .. not telling. 
GAil Cl.A.111--Cl:IC 
$.A. Cou,Mll\l liahh on lelfo hie. 
f.S. Whot ore you doint, Eloln•, 
P ., • loy1 who race their <or motors. 
1969? rhhlng in 01• So"'g"n River. 
HIii BURKE-C Spoclol 
S.A. ,001. F.S. like yo..,r pleosu,e 
bit? Ride on elephant. 
, ., A 9irl ot Wolkel"'f'ille. 
969• Mor,iod, 
JOHN CAUIEH-T12C 
S.A. Wotchin9 9irl1 
F.S lt.inlc so? 
,.,, leo.-ds, what the h,ec: no soop? 
1969? Trovellint, wife. home. 
lllANOR CHAMHILAIN-C S-ial 
$.A. Dancing. 
f .S Get fo11. 
, ., toter. 
1969? 
IIIN ClAlK-T121-1 • '-• 
S A Motorcyde, 
f .S You need a 1ltov•. 
,., Shaving. 
1969? Riding o C.C.M 
BILL IURNS 
IICHAID CAIIIHE-CUD 
S.A. Ootin1. 
f .S. lolr.e it eosy .. ehl 
,.,. A C-tihe4 Public Ac.<Olltll"ltOftt. 
1969? In tM UnlNd Slates. 
IIN CHAPMAN-T12A 
S.A. Footboll, Softball, Ho<hy. 
f .S. Her there, tot o 11tot<h, P.r. Girls thot smoke . 
1969, Stitl too~inQ for o match. 
IICHAID COIIONADO-T121,C 
:::: ,:.,o,::.~";:~ ~~~·i:.:!work don° 
P.P. Oetenllon1 in °'105'1 • 
1969? Milldng cows ot ,..,,1t,. 
MIKE CHA1tBONNEAU-T12C-E 
S.A. Trock ond field. 
F.S. Thot·s for sure. 
P.P. Unbolonc.d ortwork. 1969? 
Unemployed commerciol ottist. 
GAIL COS ENS-Cl 2C 
S.A. Joining Pol on holl potrol. 
F.S. Wowl look ot that. 
, P.P. <oncei~ boys. 
1969'7 Still trying. 
JANE OAVIES-C Special 
S.A. Ploying piono. 
f.S ... Oh 10 owoy and blow upl" 
P.P. Introducing people. 1969? Hop, 
pily mo,ried (I hope) tro Kit). 
DAVE DOUGLAS-Cl 2D 
S.A. Ploying sick. 
f.S. Why didn't tell us ""'• hod o 
tt51 .. P.P. Oo<tors. 
1969? Going to Wolktrville. 
JULIE ANNE CHOWNYK-C12A 
S.A. Climbing stoi,s. 
f.S. Yo don't kftow, do yo? 
P.P. 8,eing pushed down the holh. 
1969? Still climbin9. 
KEN COURTENAY-Tl 2A-A 
S.A Sleeping on sp,orh. f.S. Treot 
me nicel Allrighty, P.P. Why con't 
seoh in school hove cushions. 
1969? Heed bou of city sewers. 
BARBARA DAYNES-C12D 
S.A. Pursuing, 
f.S. Hey, 8ebel 
P.P. Poor sports. 1969? K•eping 
house with you-know-who. 
MAURIVEEN DOWIE-C12C 
S.A. Boys. 
f .S. Koy, let's eot. 
P.P. Gold diggers. 
1969? Mrs. 0. Perry with no kids. 
MURIEL CHURCH1Ll-C12B 
S.A. Krowing obout everythi:\9 o;,d 
everyo'.'le. f .S. for heaven on earth's 
sckes. P.P. Soturcloy night ot Jock's. 
1969'? Hord-hearted Army nurse. 
MARY LOU COUTTS-C Spedol 
S.A. Bowling. 
F.S. What's the matter? no smortsl 
P.P. P.ombunctious people. 
1969? Nothing. 
MARY DIENESCH-C12D 
S.A. Bowling, 
F.S. " Baloney." 
P.P. Getting 1,1p early in the morn, 
ing, 1969? Hov,ewife. 
SANDRA DOWNIE-C12C 
S.A. hin9 lote. 
F.S. Whot ore yo11, some kind of o 
nut? P.P. Nuts. 
1969? First Novy Frogwomon. 
ONORIA C1CCINI-C12C 
S.A. Ballroom dancing. 
F .S. forget it. 
P.P. Going to 304. 
1969? Mother of 4. 
IRENE DANIEL-Cl 2D 
S.A Spo:,i,h, Yeor book. library. 
F.S. God1I 
P.P. Homewol'k. 
1969? Who knows? 
BRUCE D0tS0N-T12A-A 
S.A. Football ond reading ct,(, 
combat oiruoh. F.S. That's a fit' 
oircroh. P.P. Slow flying pie· 
1969? Major in U.S.A.f. (Bombtr; 
GORDON DUfOUR-T12B•A 
S.A. Croz..y motorcyclist. -
f.S. What woy did she go. 
P,P. Who is she this we4'k~ 
1969? Still ch:otin9, wome'n. 
.. 
.. 
... 
tlCHAJID DUNF0tD-1l7A 
S.A. footboll and H0<by. 
f.S. HI-ya, Dalli 
,.,. Ho,,,y IV. 
1969? 0.. the aoo11. 
OLGA D11ll0l-Cl7A 
S.A. Rid1n1 ;,. '59 <On••rtibl••· f .S. 
1'Mt'1 o· righl. P.r. S..rl1 HIM 
with another girl. 1969? Toking 
dictation fro"' on R.C.A.f Officer. 
to5lMASY flELOS-(17A 
S.A V0<oh011in9 in TorOl'lto, 
F.S eo .. 090ift? 
P.P Wo1t1n1 for a certoifl s,trson. 
1969"> Morrf.d to hond,o.,._ .. Joe". 
JIM GA• DNU-117A-C 
S.A. Wtl1h1 lifting. 
f.S Ho~? 
P.P Ho .. work. 
1969" ,inolly no hOMe•0<k , 
CMOU ANN OUNLO,-Cl7A 
S.A. Bowling 
f.S. Oh wtlll 
,.,. Hi1tin9 heod,pins. 
1969? lowli111 choapion, 
lAHY lASTHAM-C s-;al 
S.A. loskotboll, volleyboll ond 9olf. 
f .S. Okay, Dall 
P.P. Honk', ainoing. 
1969> C-S-lal. 
IAIIA_,. f0UIU-Cl71 
S.A. Wflt,nt letters . 
f.S. ·Why 
,.,, lo,,oJ,. Wffkl, 
1969? S.c:,otoriol problem, • 
VIVIAN GAH ICK-Cl2A 
S.A. Drivint tr0<ton. 
f , $, ''Thot's th,e way th• MOP 
flops. P. r . Econo•tu & low 
Clou 1969' Wait and .... 
A•NEL DUPUIS-Tl 7C 
S .A. Golf. 
f .S. Hey, pigmyt 
,.,. Geometry. 
1969? Produ<int other pi1Mi.e1. 
JANIC( EATON -C Spec;af 
S. A. Danctn1 
f.S. I bet 
P.P. En91ish 
1969? ? 
WAYNE FOUIN-Cl7D 
S.A. Hockey 
f .S YoJ bv -.I 
P.P. Jo-Anno. 
1969? Cleaning ceupooh. 
UIKA GAUD-Cl7A 
S.A. lunt"4 by boys in tho holls. 
f .S. oon ·t tovc.h .... 
,.,. Windbowft I" o <on•e,t,blo, 
1969? Ofr,int MY 0-Wft co,. 
CA•OL DUPUl:i Cl 7D 
S.A. Dotin9 8 .0, 
f.S. Guou whol' 
, .,. The blond• bo111Mr. 
1969? lHvin1 Cubo 
•OCHELLE FAlklNS-Cl7A 
S.A. Polishint o blo<k Mercury. 
f.S. Ceez:, I don t know. 
P.P. Girls' honkies In Mark 's pockt 
1969? finally 9e1tln9 ma,r;ed 
IILL FOlllN--Cl20 
SA. P~lloe f.$ Thofs tht w 
tht cookie """'blo1, kiddo P P T 
tirl with the "I don·t know 
1969'> Jopon on4 Gehho Girls 
JANICE GAULT-( s-;al 
S.A. Merril Pol••r. 
f.S So, how 019 yo?· 
P.P. Kothy. 
1969? Still Kothy o"d Jofti<e. 
NANCY GOWAN-C12A 
S.A. Horsebo<k riding. 
f .S. Do you wont to 90 houebo<k 
riding? P.P. Fo,ds. 
1969? Driving o ford. 
KATHY GELLNER-C12A 
S.A. Boys ond dotes. 
F.S. ''Oh yeo, rigtit owoy." 
P.P. Moth. clou. 1969? Picking 
worh off cucumbers with tweezers. 
RADOJKA GACESA-C128 
S.A. Going to the show. 
f.S. You ore a fibber. 
P.P. Getting up in the morning, 
1969? You never con telll 
ROSEMARY GUJBAN-C128 
S.A. Colling Bingo's, reading. 
F.S. Shootl P.P. People who can't 
pronounce my lost name right. 
1969? Still colling Bingo's, 
JERRY GRABOWSKI-C Spedol 
S.A. 8oseboll, hcxkey. 
f.S. "Going to the 'office' tonight." 
P.P. Pool. 
1969? Mayor of Remington Pork. 
ED GIB8S-T12A,A 
S.A. Hockey. 
F.S. Ox. 
P.P. Pep talks. 
1969? Milking d1ickens. 
GERRY GALLANT-C Special 
S.A. S.lling pencils. 
f .S. You know what I lihl 
P.P. Workin9. 1969? fh,nn ing boot 
shop fo, Nunn's so«e, teom. 
CHRIS HAITFORD-C l 2D 
S.A. Throwing rocks ot oi,plones. 
F .S. Hi. Honeyl 
P .P. The typew,iters in ,oom 312, 
1969? Porking lot ottendont. 
RICHARD GREEN 
JUDY GIDILEVICH-C12A 
S.A. Going 0111 on school nights. 
f .S. Huh I 
P.P. Next morning. 
1969? You'll never know. 
CAROLYN GALL-C12C 
S.A. Volleyball, boskttboll. 
f .S. Hey. lodyl 
P.P. Teasing Roy. 1969? Chasing 
oround o bunch of brots. 
DAVE HARVIEUX-T12C 
S.A. Football, hockey. 
f.S. Yo wonto ff,-? 
P.P. Girls smoking. 1969? living 
ot Kingston, not College (prison). 
GAIL GRIEVES-C S~ciol 
S.A. fh•sh ing to Potterson nightly. 
f .S. ""'hen whot did you do'" 
P .P. People who soy they ore wo• 
ing. 19o9? Raising little "Pood,ih 
JOHN GIESWEIN-T12A·C 
S.A. C.ch. Moior, Student Preside 
Pepsten (Judy). F.S. Yes, J11-
No, Judy. OK. Judy. P.P. My t 
Judy. 1969' Guess who? (whotj 
BOB GARANT-Tl 2C 
S.A. fi.nt oid. 
F.S. Homework-happy teachers. 
P.P. No Grode Nine girls. 
1969' Air Force. 
MARLIN£ HAZEN-C128 
S.A. f gure SkotiAg, life Sovint 
F.S. '0, surel" P.P. life91,1ord 
i tiotiof"s ot lonspeory, 1969' ,: 
ins linle row,boots (ROWE). 
sidt 
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ELAINE HE.UNf-C12A 
S.A. Toking the- dog for a walk. 
f.S. Leave ,- alone, win yol 
P.P. Crocking 9um .. 
1969? Counting oil wells. 
ROSE HOLOVIC-C12A 
S.A. Taking baths. 
f.S. Please poss th4, soop. P.P. loys 
who <all ,,.. -while bathing. 
1969? J1,,1st crawling out of the tub. 
ANN HORVATH-C12A 
S.A. Driwing the cor. 
f.S. Oh monl 
P.P. Red stop lights. 
l 969? My own Codllloc. 
MARTHA JAKOISIEH-C121 
S.A. Oafttlftu. 
f.S. Are you lolt again. 
P.P. Girls who alwoys talk obo11t 
themselves. 1969? Trip to the moon. 
DANIEL HEIHT-T12A-A 
$.A. 8os.ebo11 and cards. 
f.S. irorchy is o bird do9. 
P.P. Girls. without freckles. 
1969? Tool ond die designer. 
BILL HOOD-Tl 21-C 
S.A. Rifle teom. f .S. Dad~ con I 
toke the car to school? P.P. No, you 
can't toke the car to school. 1969? 
Dad, con I toke the car to s.<hool. 
OOROTHY HORVATH-Cl2A 
$.A. Answering tti. pt,one. 
f.S. Don't get smart. 
P.P. A <erloin 6' 2Vi"· 
1969? Married ,o that 6' 2Vi "? 
SALLY JANUSH-C Spec;ol 
S.A. acuketboll. 
f .S. Dorn itl 
P.P. Mo th doss. 
1969? Se<,otory. 
GEORGE HENRY-Tl 28 
S.A. Midnight 011to. 
f.S. Why s11re. 
P.P. Two-limeu. 
1969? O,gani:rod fom ily. 
JOHN C. HOMENICK-T12C 
S.A. 8ouing people. 
F.S. Don't be diffic11ltl P.P. People 
who don't co-opo,ote. 1969? Mr. 
ond Mn. Hom•nick and Family. 
DON HUDACEK-Tl2C 
S.A. Basketball. 
F.S. Go, man, gol 
P,P. c;.9m1try, 
1969? SfrHt d•aner .. 
LAUY JESSOP-Tl 2A-E 
S.A. lowling. 
F.S. To ke off. 
P.P. Hen,y IV. 
1969? Me. 
JOE HEHO-T128-1 
S.A. Baseball. 
F .S. No homework, Mol 
P .P. Motorcycles. 
1969? Ai, Force. 
BEVERUY HOUSE-C Special 
S.A. Going to Kennedy. 
f.S. Moke's you wonder, don't H? 
P.P. Climbing two flights fo11r limes 
o doy. 1969? Still climbing. 
JIM HYNOS-T12C 
S.A. G.,.mnostlu. 
F.S. "Hey, H11no." P.P. Guys who 
won'I comt out for the gym ttom. 
1969? Raising little gymnasts. 
f 
SANDRA JOHN~l1B 
S. A. Volleyball. 
F.S. Hey, Joannie. 
P.P. Exominotions, 
1969? S till trying. 
KAY JOHNSTON-C12C 
S.A. Volleyball. 
F.S. Moe, wotd! those coloriu. 
P.P. Homework. 
1969 Mn. M. l esperonce. 
NANCY JOYCE-Cl 28 
S.A. Goins lo dances and parties. 
f.S. 'Ho,ty did i t." 
P.P. Ou11 porti.s. 
1969? Still going to dull parties. 
ROSE KONOPASKI-CI 2C 
S.A. Being on odd ball. 
F.S. That's the way things. go. 
P.P. Gossipers.. 
1969? Gossiping. 
SANDY KACHMAR-Tl 2A·E 
S. A. football .., welaht lifting, bo""I· 
ing. f.S. It's up to you. 
P.P. My gid with other guys. 
1969? Man of the house. 
LARRY JOHNSON-Cl2D 
S.A. Bosketbcllf. 
f.S. " How many points, Joe?" 
P.P. Newmon·s Air force pants. 
1969? Member of the Globetrotte,s, 
M•LOREO JOMNSON 
PETER K0TEV1CH- Tl2B-A 
S.A. 8illiords. 
f .S. I dol"I' t r'40lly core. 
P.P. Girls that wtor makeup. 
1969 '? lest on Planet Mon. 
ERIKA KASPER-Cl2B 
S.A. Trying to catch the 3 o 'clock 
bus. f .S. " Hey, wait for me .. ·· 
P.P. Certain so.mebody (J. S.). 
1969'> Missed ii. 
ROGER JOHNSON-T12C·A 
S.A. Con<er1 bond. 
f.S. No sweat. 
P.P. School spirit. 
1969'> Producing Johnsons.. 
LETA MARIE JOHNSON-<:128 
$.A. love lo sing ond lls..t•n to fom• 
01.1s singers. F.S. I beg you, pordo:i. 
P.P. The fact of nol having o school 
<hoir. 1969? Married fo 0. L. S:nHh. 
JOAN K•AJEWSKI-C12C 
S.A. Chubs. 
f.S. Hil 
P .P. Ridin g on th• bus. 
1969? Rai1in9 little Chubbies. 
till KEllY-T12B·C 
S.A. Knlttinsi. 
F .S. Knit o ne, p•orl two. 
P.P. Over-knitted 1weofers. 
1969? Bot tender. 
SHEILA JOHNSON-Cl28 
S. A. Oor:cin;. 
r .S. Well,. I believe you I 
P.P. tfol Slenoud. 
1969? Mrs. '? ? 
JEAN KAMINSKI-Cl2A 
S.A. Doy dreom:ng. 
f.S. 11 that right? 
P.P. Cra<kinsi kr:uckles. 
1969'> Oictotinu to my secrelor;t1 
KATHY KRISTOFF-Cl2A 
S.A. A,t, reeding, boy, ond dct, 
F.S. I'm dying, I'm dying, l'l'l'I dto: 
P. P. Guys with block hoir. 
1969? Stranded on on idond w 
JAMES KOCSIS-Tl28·F 
S.A. Hockey, volleyboll, gith. 
F.S. This is for the b ird,. 
P.P. Glrh tkal <an run foster t'-C' 
1969">' fresh oir inspe<lor. 
1EnY KIIV0SHEIN--Cl2A 
.S,A. Still leori,ing how to dd._. 
f.S. Hey, whot's for homework?? 
P.f. Tests ond more trash, 
1969? I'll n.-ver tell. 
CHARLES l.AM.811CK-T128 
S.A. Smcnhin9 up con. 
f .S. Move overl 
P.P. O:her cars. 1969? Making 
businen for Noble Duff. 
RQN LITTLE-T12A 
s."· football ond hod:ey. 
F.S. Croiy. co1,1ld be. P.P. He's a 
bird dog. 1969? Skyhook solesmon 
or Ad,etr's Retirement, 
FAUSTO MANCINI-T12C-B 
S.A. 8ow,ing ond ping-pong. F.S. 
Wot<:ho m~n callino me little Sicily. 
P.P. M,. Wollen IFol,o), 19697 
Working on bonono boot at Pillette. 
ROSE-MARIE KIIZAN--C Spedol 
S.A. Going over to Patterson ofter 
school. F .S. " Shorthand clou, 
ogoir1?'' P.P. Gordl 1969? Sir, please 
repeat that letler a bit mor• slowly. 
YVONNE lEE--Cl2A 
S.A. Makino bumad browr.16,. 
f .S. Chicken. 
P.P. Sod; dreuH. 
1969? living in a harem. 
CHARLES llOYD-Tl 28-C 
S.A. Going to Mr. Adselb. 
f.S. lo,ba:o. 
P.P. Girls. 
1969? Groduote. 
ANTHONY MANCINONE--Cl 2D 
S.A. Tennis, socc•r. 
F.S. Whotcho askin' l'l'I• for? 
P,P. I om not the worer boy. 
1969? Bookie ot Highlond Park. 
CHARLES LAMB-Tl 2B-C 
S.A. Pushing old cors . 
f.S. Crazy do ond oll Jl'lot iozz. 
P.P. lombrick's tonk ond Chapman's 
big mouth. 1969? Still buying junk. 
KEN lEMIRE-T12A-C 
S.A. SiHing ot the HI-Ho. 
F .S. Hey. Jock. 
P.P. HoMework. 1969? Sittinv 
at the Hi-Ho (same cor). 
MIKE lUTSCH-Tl 2A-A 
S.A. So«er, baskotboll. 
F.S. Drop dead. 
P.P. Walkerville. 
1969? Going to Woll.e~ille. 
RON MANKTELOW-TI 2A-C 
S.A. Hol'l'lework. 
F .S. Well, thot"s life. 
P.P. D6ing homework. 
1969? A ut<ure job. with good poy. 
MARY JEAN lAMBIE--C128 
S.A. Chasing boys. 
f .S. " What o doll!" 
P.P. Spiders. 
1969? Attending W. 0. lowe. 
MARGARET llPISCHAK-Cl 28 
S.A. Going lo parties ond dances. 
F.S. Did you '" THAT GUY?I I 
P .P. "'Pick.ups.. ' 1969? Attending 
to the two sets of twins. 
MARLENE LYKOFF--C12C 
S.A. Volleyball. 
f.S. I'm sure of it. but I doubt lt. 
P.P. Hol'l'lework. 1969? To graduate 
and be p,ivote secretory to W .M. 
ltAY MARCUZ-C Special 
1969? C Special. 
S.A. Basketball, volleyboll. 
F.$. Set 'em up, waiter. 
P.P. Pool tables with small poc:kets. 
MARY lOU MACDONAlO-.C Special 
S.A. Sporl cor ,ocino. 
f.S. How om I supposed to know? 
P.P. A oreen ford. 
1969? M. R. S. Degree? 
BERNICE MASANOVICH-C12C 
S.A. Botht,ing Audr•y. 
f.S. Moses wos o good mon. 
P.P. fruit boots. 
1969? Mi,s Pino Pie of 1969. 
FRANK M ELOCHE-T128 
S.A. Girls. 
f.S. Well, I gueul 
P.P. School. 
1969? Auistont ~ncil sho,.,.ne,. 
Jill MITO!Ell-C128 
S.A. Leo,.ing to drive. 
F .S. I know how to steer! 
P .P. People who wont to Sff my 
license. 1969? Driving instr1,1ctor. 
MARILYN MAC VOY-C12A 
S.A. 3 P.M. lo 10 P.M. 
f.S. Hey Pot. 
P.P. Red convertibles. 
1969? Married Court Reporter. 
JOAN MATTA-C12B 
S.A. Volleyball. 
F.S. That's q1,1ite oll rightl 
P.P. Tests. 
1969? Still in Grode 12. 
PAT MENAIO-C Special 
S.A. Kennedy dances. 
F.S. He called lost night. 
P.P. Miniot1i1re gymns. 
19691 Raising 0. C.'s children. 
ED MOORE 
LINDA MANCHESTER-Cl 2C 
S.A. Cheer leading. 
F.S. Where ore they? (Boys, of 
course.) P.P. Boys. 
1969? Still lookin9. 
GARY McANGUS-T12A·D 
S.A. Hot rods. 
F.S. I'll 9et it going, 
P.P. Never goes. 
1969? Got it going (I hope). 
MATILDA MlllER-C12A 
S.A. Hoving o boll ot po,ti.s. 
F.S. That's the woy the mop flops. 
P.P. Getlin9 up in th morning. 
1969? Private secretory to ''Elvis··. 
LINDA MOORE-C12A 
S.A. Doting o certain guy from 
Windsor Ambulance. F.S. Woit o 
minute, P.P. Rushing, 1969? To 
hove one big Tom ond five Tom Ju. 
FRANK MANCHU~EK-T12.-.A 
S.A. Pin9,pon9. 
F.S. C~orlie is o bird do9. 
P. P. Homework. 
1969? ? 
DAVE McBRIDE- Tl 2A·D 
S.A. Judy Fohrin;er. 
f.S. Holy mackerel, Henry. 
P.P. Art Be"lret ond Ro;er Care, 
1969? Successful business mon. 
JACOUELINE M ILLS-C12B 
S.A. Parties . 
f.S. That's the ~eorest, monl 
P.P. Muriel Churchill. 
1969? Workin9 ot United Cigcn. 
DONNA MORGAN-C Special 
S.A.. Running over to Pot:erson t" 
night. F.S. " But Oorling ," 
P.P. Sophie. 1969? Still 9oing H: 
Merrill Polmer - Why? 
PAT ,..,HIDE------C12C 
S.A. Holl patrol. 
f .S. He"s kindo cute. 
P.P. Ph1mp boys. 
1969? Still locking. 
EDWIN W. MORIIS--C Speciol 
S.A. Songs. 
f.S. Sweeti• Pie. 
P.P. Sit down, ge-t to work. 
1969? Hom• cooking. 
"'IKE NEHI 
S.A. Rifle t.am. bowling leosn .... 
fooling around. f.S. Wiho's got the 
homework done? P.P. G4;omet,y. 
1969? Making SKond million. 
IOI NUNN-C S-ial 
S.A. Soccer, hockey. 
f .S. Don't panic. 
P.P. WonMto,. 
1969? r, .. surgeon.· 
ANN "'•D0NALD--C12C 
S.A. University students. 
f .S. Wretch I 
P.P. lugs. 
1969? I'll never tell. 
ANNA NADALIN------C12B 
S.A. Cheating. 
f .S. Shucks, mwder. 
P.P. Muriel's jokes. 
1969? Your cheating 1ieorll 
DUANE NHHEIY------Cl2D 
S.A, football , boslcetboll. f.S. 
"lend me your occounting, Tony!" 
P.P. Guys who cheer for kennedy. 
1969? Selling sporh stories to lynch. 
WALT OESTHICH-Tl 2A·A 
S.A. Bowling. 
f .S. Thon ks o lot. 
P.P. Moth again. 
1969? Wine tester. 
AILENE ,..,LEAN------C12A 
S.A. Housework. 
f.S. Goodness. 
P.P. Short hoir. 
1969? Roi$ing thrH ond o hubby. 
"'ORRIS NAKONECHNY-T12B-B 
S.A. tough time with Charlie. 
F.S. She'$ the on•. 
P.P. I'll g•t her os o 9irl fri•nd y•t. 
1969? A fomily of four. 
GORDON NEWMAN-Cl 2D 
S.A. Writfng out spelling mistokes. 
F.S. "I won't leorn the school 
song." P.P. Typing teoc:hars. 
1969? Going bo(k to Potter$on. 
ANN ONCI-C12C 
S.A. Trying to ploy tennis. 
F .S. Did you ever? 
P.P. Reading ''Shok•.speore ''. 
1969? living in Nework IN,J.J. 
JERRY ,..,FADDEN-Tl 28-A 
S.A. E. C. Row. 
f.S. let·s. 
P.P. Spore tires. 
1969? J.M. & N.O. J.M. & N.M. 
HAINE NANTAIS-CI 28 
S.A. Chewing gum. 
f.S. Gueu what? 
P.P. 1.0.U.'s. 
1969? looking for o job. 
MARIA NIHTllA-C Specicl 
S.A. Going out. 
F.S. Oh, Yooohl I 
P.P. Shorthand. 
1969? Making one mon 111,'s.eroble. 
JOHN OUELLEnE- Tl 2A-A 
S.A. Bosaboll ond poker. 
F .S. Hong II \I Pi 
P.P. Henry IV, Port l .. 
1969? Motlren tester. 
LEO OUHLETU-C Spec;ol 
S.A. Boske:bolL 
F .S. Get tostl 
P.P. En9li,h clon. 
1969, Working at the Poloce. 
NORMAN R. PATTUS0N-C120 
S.A. Cheering K.C.I. 
F.S. Whot are you, Hor,y? 
P.P. Air Force. 
1969? Bum. 
Bill PHANEUF-1128-E 
S.A. leoming nothing in 201. 
F .S. Well I gueu nolhing bul lhe 
best. P.P. Renaud and his. Economiu. 
1969? Ploying hockey for V0<ationol. 
MARIA POVOLEDO-Cl2A 
S.A. Yeo, book and vo11eyboll. 
f .S. Geepenl CrN1)41rsl 
P.P. Being early. 1969? Married 
to o commlsor in Ruuio. 
GERA LD OWEN-T128-8 
S.A. Sleep, 
F.S. Ou• serol 
P.P. Sod: dresses. 
1969? A:etired. 
WILLIAM PATTERS0N-T12A-D 
S.A. loafing. 
F.S. Gee, I ' m tiredl 
P.P. Too m1,1ch work, 
1969? Slill loafing, 
A LFHO PICHE-T128-C 
S.A. Poker. 
f.S. Bien oui. 
P.P. Sunday d,i._,ers. 
1969? Priest. 
PATRICIA POWUS-Cl2A 
S.A. WHkends. 
F.S. Hey, Marilyn. 
P. P. f ire drill in gymn. 
1969? Mrs. ? 
ROY OZA'IID--TI 28 
S.A. Rifle team. 
F.S. " Come o:i, deol the cords." 
P.P. long h.oir. 
1969' Ouolified finger poinler. 
TOM PEGlfR-T l2A-C 
S.A. Football. 
F.S. Cro1.y boby. 
PP. tord cors. 
1969? ? 
GEORGE PAHOMEY-Tl2A 
S.A. Bowling. 
f.S. 
P.P. Women drivers. 
1969' Still writing UOMS. 
MARGARET PRETTY-Cl2C 
S.A. Bowling fridoys. 
F.S. Nobody loves us. 
P.P. Going to school. 
1969? Still looking for friends. 
JO"/(f PATRICK-Cl2A 
S.A. MokM'lg whoopee. 
t.S. '"Bloody." 
P.P. A certain redhead. 
1969' Matried to thot redheodl 
JOHN PETRO-T12B-8 
S.A. Basket~oll, pool. 
F.S. Whot ore yo1,1') Some l:i"d 
T.V. nut' P. P. E;o solod ,c 
wiches. 1969? Mar,ied. 
JOE PONIC-C120 
S.A. Basketball. football. f.5. " 
forhood, whot's 1hc oniwor? 
P.P. frogro.,f oromo of f1><!ier rot 
1969') Refereeing Ii. S . bosh•bc 
MARLENE PRIC!--CI 2C 
S.A. Volleyball. 
f.S. '"Oh, you know." P.P. t< 
with bn,sh•<uts. 1969? Still P'n" 
to find Ofle w'ith(K,lf o brush•(Llf 
" 
' 
LOIETIA l'lt0UlX-Cl2C 
S.A. Ooncina. 
f .S. Come on Goil. P.P. Walking 
1.os me tic. counters. 1969? Mrs. T. 
Faubert ,ollina 2 childrtn. 
VICTOR IAD0VICK-T12C-B 
S.A. footbotl, bo1)i;etball, top done• 
ingl f F.S. Lilien, Gail, here's my 
proposiUon. P.P. 81ond4is with lip-
stickl 1969? Tokinsa night cloue1. 
llll REEVES-Tl 2C 
S.A. Eating, 
f .S. "Don't coll me fotty," 
P.P. Anybody who', thrn. 1~69? 
Coun1elot at Old ladies' Hom41. 
JOHN ROHATYNSKI-Tl 28-B 
S.A. Watching girls. f .S. Whot ore 
you, som• TV nut? P.P. You bvy th 
101, you con hove the cor. l 969? 
Hotd workirig ma.n, eoming o living. 
GAIY PUTT-Tl 28-C 
S.A. Cot napping, f.S. Why don't 
YOt.t do your own work? P.P. Why 
don't tMy gh•e us o cofeterio? 1969? 
'You NII me and we'll both know. 
J. D. RAWllNGS-TI 28-B 
S.A. Pool. 
F.S. Well? I guess. 
P.P. (4,11hion book. 
1969? Toking it coolf 
SYDNEY HEVES-Cl2A 
S.A. Tolkin9 to J. M. in the hatls. 
f.S. Thors t~ way the cookie c,-u,n. 
bles. P.P. low, Economics ond Moth. 
)969? Morried with litlte J.M. 's. 
All EN ROPAC-Cl 2D 
S.A. Anything .. 
F.S. Anything. 
P.P. Anything. 
1969• Cl2D. 
SYLVIA PISTAGNESI-Cl:18 
S.A. Reading Dorothy Dix's column. 
f.S. "He's o bird dog." P.P. Boys 
with Yul Brenner's. 196,9? Tokin& 
dictation on the moon. 
LINDA RECCHIA-C128 
S.A. Dancing, tennis, bowling, vol• 
leyball. F.S. Bologna. 
P.P. Dull porties. 
1969? Counting money ond children. 
PAULINE IOBINSON-CI 2D 
S.A. Money. 
F.S. Hey, LodyJ 
P.P. Unbalanced books. 
1969? Stlll trying lo balance books. 
SUSANNE ROTH-Cl2D 
S.A. Bowling. 
f.S. "Cut it outl'' 
P.P. 
1969? Married. 
KEN RACCINE 
SID REELY-T12A 
S.A. Gloria. f.S. That's ttt. woy 
thit l>ongfe bingles. 
P.P. Chemistry lob burning down. 
1969? Still trying to graduate. 
LOIS ROGERS-C s .. dal 
S.A. A certoin U. of 0. boy. 
f .S. foopdickl I 
P.P. Cigarette smoke. 
1969? Mn. U. of D. 
IICHARD ROWlAND-T12B·B 
S.A. lteading "Mod". 
F.S. Lend m• your toolbit. 
P.P. Machin• shops with no soop. 
1969? Milkin9 cows ot 80,-den's. 
JOHN IOY-Cl2D 
S.A. Doting . 
f .S. ··You know I don•t lie." 
P.P. Walking hom• from Roseland. 
1969? Still doting you-know-who? 
DOM SIM-T12C-A 
S.A. Making the scene. 
F.S. let's cut outl 
P.P. Honey-Comb. 
1969? 81.1ying two-tone civvies. 
KEN SMITH-Cl 2D 
S.A. Golf. 
F.S. Hey Pollock. what's wrong with 
your ttom. P.P. Get lost Seeger. 
1969? Trainer ot Hotel Pork races. 
FRANK SPENDAL-T1 2B-C 
S.A. Washing cars in the roin. 
f.S. " Who, me?" 
P.P. Eating lunch at our lockers. 
1969? Fresh oir inspector. 
TEIIYL IYAN-C128 
S.A. Pudgie. 
f.S. " What ore you, some kind of 
nut?" P.P. Bookkffping. 1969? 
fashion desi9ner. making millions. 
GERALD SEEGAR-Cl 20 
5.A. Goll. 
f .S. Hey therel Scroggy! 
P.P. Donna Schwartz. 1969? Petty 
<ash operator for Johnny Oillinsier. 
JOHN SIWEK-T128 
S.A. Motorcyclet. 
:: .s. Wait till I gel 'er fixed. 
P.P. Riding in o side-car. 1969? 
Riding 250cc. 8.S.A. down Ouellett•. 
RON SORRELL-T128,A 
S.A. Rifle teom, bowling. 
F.S. Whot ore you doing tonight? 
P.P. A certain blonde. 1969? Woit• 
ing ot Kressie's Fridoy nights. 
IARIARA SADAI-C12C 
S.A. Sports . 
f.S. Yeo, Gordie Ho>Ne. 
P.P. Any Montreal team. 
1969? ? ? 
VIC SARTORI-Tl28,8 
S.A. football, hockey. 
f .S. How obout o piuo, Pot? 
P.P. Stole pino. 
1969? Owning o wine distillery. 
DARLENE SIMS-C12C 
S.A. Oor,cing. 
f .S. Crazy. 
P.P. Monday morning. 
1969? Moking one rnon miserable. 
CHARLES SOMODI-Tl2C,A 
S.A. Alley cruising. 
F .S. Hors• beons. 
1969? Still composing. 
P.P. Composition. 
SHIRLEY SADLER-C Speciol 
S.A. Potterson ofter school. 
F.S. W:iot did you do ofter that' 
P.P. Norm , 
1969? Still ··Norrn ,.al I hope? 
PAT SANDE~S-C Speciol 
S.A. Kennedy activities. 
F.S. Why? 
P.P. Blondes. 
1969? Married? 
ARLENE SIMMONS-C Special 
S.A. Football gomes. 
F.S. I wish I k:,ew . 
P.P. Crowded gymns, 
,1969? Retired? 
SHIRLEY SNYDER-<128 
S,A.. Working. 
F .S. Oh, Muriel. 
r ,P. Going steady. 1969? Tot~· 
trip to th·e melon i,n o .. S01.1tt1ik 
-
DAN STAC-Tl28-C 
S.A. Volleyball ond bosketboll. 
f .S. ''Well. I 9ueu.'' 
P.P. Drawing fig1Jres. 
1969? Got the wrong f igure. 
HIKA STIEIC~12A 
S.A. Window shopping. 
f.S. Whot Rodojko? Another groy 
hoir P.P. $o99y <.ereol. 1969? 
leaning oaoinst the Tower of Pisa. 
DONNA JEAN TAllOT-C S-iol 
S.A. losketboll. exotic dancing. 
F .S. Bump you I 
P.P. Gropuf 
1969? Mrs. W . G. Milburn. 
JOE TARNOPQLSKI-T128 
S.A. Ploying soldier boy. 
f.S. "lloh. '' P.P. English teachers 
who cannot teoch th• 11,1bjec.t. 
1969? God only knows. 
103 SPUIRIER-T12C-D 
S.A. Digging up gross of J. P. 
f.S. You can't keep her. 
P.P. Dosu. 
1969? looking for Prince. 
l 
LAURIE STEVENS-C12C 
S.A. lending Joe T. my Economics 
book, F.S. Mon like WOW! 
P.P. Boys who forget to coll. 
1969? 04-nerol in the C.W.A.C. 's. 
IOBHT SIOR IK-T128-C 
S.A. Going out with girls. 
f .S. Hil Bobe. 
P.P. Strict mothers . 
1969? Girls P.E. teo<h•r. 
MARIO JOSEPH TA1All0l-T12A-A 
S.A. Doing homework in spore time. 
F.S. Help stomp out sports cors. 
P.P. Those who call me Jingle S.111. 
1969? Blowing bubbles for l. Welk. 
MURRAY SPOTTON-T l28-A 
S.A. floor hockey. 
f.S. Hi, sweet thin9I 
P.P, A certain blonde. 
1969? Who knows. 
JACK STEIL-Tl 2A-C 
S.A. Orchestra. rifle team. 
f.S. Go ploy in the traffic. 
P.P. Thompson', ink d1owin91. 
1969? Ho1h slin9er in hash house. 
SHARON SUMPTON-C I 28 
S.A. Dri¥ing the car. 
f.S. "'Don't know ! Do you?" 
P.P. Men driven. 
1969? Secre:o:y. 
SHIRLEY TAHlll-Cl 28 
S.A. Talking. 
F .S. ''Oh. garbage.'' 
P .P. Dull parties (Morgor•t A.) . 
1969? ? 
JO.ANNE SPERONI-Cl2C 
S.A. Ploying the accordion. 
f.S. H•y, youll 
P.P. E1tominotion1 and home'Work. 
1969? Modelling. 
JUNE ST. ANTOINE-Cl 2A 
S.A. Toking baths. 
f.S. Oh, GHI 
P.P. Wolking cosmetic counters. 
1969? Seeing the Oueen . 
EILEEN SUlllVAN-C12A 
S.A. Opening locker for M.P. 
F.S. Great guns. P.P. A <erfoin 
M.H. in C12C. 1969? On the first 
1p.oce ship to the moon. 
STAN TAYlOR-T12C-C 
S.A. Orchestra. 
F .S. Kowobungo, 
P .P. Strikes. 
1969? S.lling two-tone sci¥vie1. 
DON THOMSON-T12A·A 
S.A. Sporh, hockey. boi-eboll. 
f.S. She's the most. 
P.P. Show 0 off girls. 
1969'? Old monied man. 
UY VON GUNTEN-Cl28 
S.A. Going to peoplu' cottoa•s. 
f.S. Well, nothing today. 
P.P. Not gettil\g letters. 
1969? Still waiting for letters. 
JEAN WIECEK-C12A : 
S.A. Bosketboll ond Gory. 
f.S. Why'd yo do that for? 
P.P. Hugo. 
1969? Gory, ond finding out why. 
WILLIAM ZIN-Tl 2C-A 
S.A. litifle team. 
F.S. None. 
P.P. I oin't talking. 
1969? Your 9ueu os good os mine, 
GERALD THO.'IPSON-TI 2A 
S.A. Getting the <or slorted. 
f .S. You're so 900d to me. 
P.P. Whot o picture! 
1969? Gettin9 the car started. 
MAY URSACKI-C l28 
S.A. Fighting 'Nith Len. 
f.S. I forgive you. 
P.P. lh1mours. 
1969'? Married. 
JOYCE WAYVON 
WALTU ZARZECKI-T12C 
S.A. Ballet dancer. 
f.S. Definitely. 
f.P. Cushion hooks. 
1969? Pool shork uptown,1 
CAROt TERON-Cl28 
• S.A. Volleyball. 
F.S . ..Well, I tueu eh? 
P.P. Yellow beens. 
1969?, Still ploying volleybo'I. 
&Ill VOINAR0SKI-Tl2C 
S.A. Girls ond peelin9 rubber. 
"F.S. C.,soredl 
.P.P. 8feoch blond•s. 
1969? Anistont loth• cleol'l•r. 
JIM WAOOELL-C Spedal 
S.A. Toking girls o;,1t. 
f.S. "'Hil the moo:,.'• 
P.P. Homework. 
1969? Just tokin9 9irls out. 
JOHN WINKUP-T12A-C 
S.A. Ho<k•y. 
f .S. What ore you, some •~kind of 
nut? P.P. Homework. ., 
1969? Working on bombs.' 
FRaO TENO-C S~eclol 
S.A. Pool , 
f.S. Whot. me worryl 
PP. Bo lkkeepin9. 
1969? Oeod. 
i
~ 
~ .. . / ~ ·-:,, 
·' 
AUDREY URACS-Cl2C 
S.A. Ta9. 
F.S. Come 0:1 slow.poke: • 
P.P. Bernice's always talking, 
1969? Still huntin9. 
JOAN VROOMAN-Cl2C ' 
S,A. Being on odd boll. 
f.S. How obouJ thot? P.P. Peop, 
w',o do,·, leave me alone.~ 
1969? Still bein9 on odd boll. 
REG WI l$0N>-'-Tl'211•C • ~ 
S.A, ....... SPNding, • - ~ • ' 
F.S. "'It's all in the 9ome." 
P.P. Rood hogs. ._ 
1969? Keeping police efriploytd 
DAN RENAUD-Tl 23-A 
S.A. Billiards. 
f.S. Censortd. 
P.P. (hosing feminine soecies. 
1969? 0109 stor ond uflimole idiot. 
c:UCE OIX.-C Special 
S.A . Boseboll. 
F.S. Who's got their homework 
do:-e? P.P. Girls . 
1969"? Morried and educated bum. 
JAM ES GILLIAM-T12C-G 
S.A. Ploying pintoll ot Yorkshire. 
f .S. Whot time is ii? 
P.P. lousy Yankees. 
1969? Mo:,ey and women. 
RUTH BARTON-C 12C 
S.A. Basketball. 
F .S. Good 9,iefl 
P.P. Typin g. 
1969? Workingf 
FGiAN:( ROCHE~EAU-C Special 
:.A. Hockey. 
f.S. Ol, ro, not 02oinl 
P.P. Working, 
1969? Meot irspe<~or. 
GARY DRO:JILLAR:>-Tl2A-C 
S.A. Bosketboll. 
f.S. Shoronl 
P.P. " Certain ovys, .. 
1969., Sharon and I with four t's, 
BLAKE GIFrOR.l-Tl 2A-C 
S.A. Going out on wffk,tnd. 
F.S. 801. is s',e nice! 
P.P. Hord work 
1969? 8eochc:.mber. 
ROBERT CORCHIS-C Specicl 
S.A. Hockey, Footboll, 8oit!:>oll. 
f .S. Hi , men fol kl 
P.P. Joining fuuie's Club. 
1969? Unpredictoble. 
BRYANT SCHRAM-T12B,A 
5 . A. Ooy dre::,nino. 
F.S. I eve, like the cork. 
P.P. Oro;;ging o:, Jeffouon. 1969? 
~oclr..ing ro!ling ~1,1rple people eoter. 
RUDY GRAF-T12C-C 
S.A. S0<cer. 
F.S. Whot wos our t-omework'? 
P.P. Geometry. 1969? Ploying 
soccer in the Notio,ol Leoaue. 
MAT GOLAB-T12B 
S.A. Boseboll, Boshtboll & Volley• 
boll. f.S. "I'll think obo.1t it.•• 
P.P. Stoy singlt. 
1969? Q:.,olif:od elc<tricion. 
SHIRLEY ANN cour;s-c Special 
S.A. Dancing. 
f.S. Whet o flooiiell 
P.P. Flo.,zles. 
1969? floo:r.ie. 
JA',\ES TEMPLE-Tl 2A-C 
SA. Signals ond rifle teom. 
f S. Well, now, you don't sayl 
PP. Noisy women. 
1969? Moking lots of money. 
PAT KOTYK-C Special 
S.A. Drinking coffee. 
f .S. OM For goodness sahsll 
P.P. Wa iting, 
1~69? Still waiting. 
DALE GOULD-Cl 2D 
S.A. Ploying pool. 
f .S. I do:,' t krow whot 1 · m go:"'no 
do with you g uys. P.P, Crooked cc.:es. 
19i9? Portnorship in o pool room. 
HANi< CZERWIENIEC-C Special 
S.A. football, H0<key, 8oseball. 
f .S. That's all r ig ht, Ood. 
P.P Altoono gi,ls. 
1969? One of the boys. 
-
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St ude nts Receive Specio.l Attention 
at 
VARSITY 
Sports Centre Ltd. 
CHATHAM 
WINDSOR 
LONDON 
"Th!-! Rt9ht F.quipll}enl For 
Every Sport" 
Thinking of a CAREER - or just a job? 
Like mu,t ,mart , tmlcnts, vou'll \I ant n lift·ti111c car<'cr 
- nnt jt•sl nj'ob ut sn m1id1 a wn-k. .\ncl a c.,r.-, r in 
banking nml wdl 1,., the nn,wcr to your plans tor 
th, (uturc. llamdng today olfl'rs a wider '-Uri, I\' of 
intc:rcsbng and lll'tkr-pai:l positions tlun en·r lnfur,,. 
Consitl,·r it s,·riouslv bl'for,• rC:tl'hing vour cl, ,cision. 
-\nd here .m, so11·,c uf ti«· allr.u.:t,;,,;., Cminc!.,\ First 
Bank oll<-rs ~nnng ,1sradu;,1tcs ,t,1rting in haul-mg •.. 
good iucrmses ng11l.1rly if you llfl' good :1t your jnb 
. .. an <'ift>din• lr,,,,.ing prugran11nl' to prq,,,rc you 
£or n<lvan1:cmcnt • • , promotion b,l5t"<l on merit - not 
~•·novrity .•. [lt'nsion ,inrl ~ronp in,nr- 'MY BANH" 
m1c·,· h1·1v•lits ..• a g,·nuinc ,-ombination 
or opportun,ty and Sl'('llrtly. ,.,. ,,, .. ....,.,,, 
If you me int<-r,'!>tl·,1 in fincliu(! out IBliiJ 
mor,· .ihnnl bankin(! .,s a ,·:irccr. have a 1 1 
chat with your nl'~rt·st B of M man~~cr. 
You'll Roel him most hdpful. ' 
BANK OF MONTREAL 
~'.J ";v:4t ?J-. 
Out"llf'th• i,i Tu,c.arnr~ Sranrh· \ \ ILl.t \ \I J, c.Rn,1s-. \ her. 
T<•<um,eh~ \ fo1 Sro11ch W I LL I \\IC H,\ \J l' l·L \ kr 
Wol~,·r kn•d llran,h. Wolhn,11,· RO(,l. R A. l'U RT<J:\ \l•r 
Compliments 
of 
UNION 
GAS 
COMPANY 
of Canada 
Limited 
WINDSOR 
ONTARIO 
C98 
BACK ROW (lefl lo righl), Sharon Wilhen.how, 
Helen Moore, Carolyn Carder, Betly 
Horcu1, Edith Euort. Janel Clinonsmith, 
Bertha Cllnan,milh, 
SECOND ROW (I. to r), Lorena Dent, Bonnie 
Boehmer. Pauline Denomme, Janet Popa, 
Cheryl Debleu, Pat Clendenning, Mor-
goret Dkhon, Linda Debleu. 
FIRST ROW (I. to r.), Carolyn Kutoury, Bertha 
Taylor, Juliono Schincoriol, Carol Cleg-
horn .. 8orboro Coleman .. Barbaro Hitchin1, 
Dione Taylor. Joan Brodeur, Beverley 
l(lingbyle. 
C9A 
BACK ~OW (le;1 10 right), Coral Lake, Judy 
.. :olushinski~ Colhyrn Normandeau, Carole 
C,o...,er, lir,do Chorefle, Betty Lou Darbi 
1~n, Jo•ephine Oi Tullio Rosemary Del· 
fi:,e, Sharon Foroh. 
,ECOND ROW (I lo r ) , Helen S1ewor1, Ro,e 
Chi;o. lr•no Lesperance, Chodene Lebert, 
Carole Luca,, Blanche Gorceov Dione 
Musson, Jon~I Vigneux . 
F:JST ROW (I. lo 1.), Diana Palryshyn, Sharon 
G1uns, Nancy Herron, Nancy Eccleston, 
Ann Pinkney, Lyn Eltringhorn, Coro! 
\V;r1h, Inga Kunst 
C9C 
BACK ROW (!ell lo right) r Poulelle llieucier, 
Veronico Voluck, There.so Gotebiowska. 
Anno fleisc.h, MotiJyn Peach, Carol Ouel• 
lelte 
SECOND ROW (I. to r.), Holan Rudy, Oonoo 
Levi,, Mary Staley, Alice Dinnlgon, 
Menko Mozoris, Joan Dunn, Geroldyne 
Matthew, Mory Aobfoson, Gail Alex• 
onder. 
FIRST ROW (I. to,.), Helen fou,I, Donna Ku,h, 
Evelyn Garvey, Susanne field, Barbato 
lawe. Marilyn le-sfie, Mory Lynn Robin• 
son, June Clemenh, Koren Vernie, Gforio 
Smi1h. 
-COMPLIMENTS OF 
9mperial ff3ank 
of CJanada 
SEE SAM'S FOR YOUR SCHOOL NEEDS 
Sam't 
~~S/,oJze, 
1526 OTTAWA ST. CL. 4-6481 
COMPLIMENTS OF 
CHICKEN COURT RESTAURANT 
531 PELISSIER STREET 
PITHIE ELECTRICAL 
LTD. 
Electrical Contractors 
1285 MARENTETTE AVE., Windsor, Ont. 
CL. G-4918 
HA WKESWOOD GARAGE 
LlMITED 
Complete Collision Service 
:170 Erii, Street E:.-t Phoni, CJ 4-l 108 
COMPLIMENTS OF 
rFalken ,ille Plumbing Ltd. 
TIMKEN SI LENT AUTOMATIC HEATING 
Rtf1resenml by 
L.R.AUKLAND 
801 LINCOLN RD. 
at CATARAQUJ 
COMPLIMENTS OF 
the 
IONIC CLUB 
Dancing 
Every Saturday Night 
at 
Windsor's Most Modern 
Ballroom 
Bill Richardson Orchestra 
MASONIC TEMPLE 
Ouellette and Erie St. 
Dancing 9-12 p. m. 
C9F 
BACK ROW (lell to right), Goil Nicholson, 
Cothy O'Moro, Diano McCarthy. 
SECOND ROW (I. to r.), Becrnie Roy, Joan 
Krawchuk. Helen Hortu,, Nyolo Shreve, 
Chri>tine Poupord, Gloria Shepley, Cheryl 
lo Rose, Deonna He.1mon. Goil Sweeney. 
FIRST ROW (I. to r.J, Sandro Walker, Je<in 
Hamilton, Solly Zv,ic, Judy Kearn1, Bev· 
erly SovUI, Gloria lotl, Pol Mercer, Dort-y 
Oonyluk, Pat Toffl•mire 
C9E 
llACK P.OW (le.I to right), Peggy Howe, Cor-
fl''"'e Lussier, Sandro Glonford, Yvonne 
C~o .. ron, Martello G i I 1 i o mj Connie 
/1,otillo, Georgina Klyne, Judy Perrin .. 
SECOND P.OW (I. lo r.), Barbaro Patrick, Shirley 
Lemmon. Yvonne Jocq1.1os, Edirh 8011, 
Vina Mallen, Chorlolte Franc.a. Barbaro 
Benne, Joan Neveu 
FIRST ROW (I to r ) , Joyce Reid, Elaine Cllnan 
.smit~, Eleonor Close, Sandro St louis, 
Diane Rel'loud, Alice June, Jeanne Car. 
lier, Carol Seneteou. 
ABSfNT, Sheila Moynahan, Ca,ol Ann Ce:ile. 
!;10D 
BACK ROW ( left to right), Andrew Olsen, Wil-
fred Rivoit, John Allen, Peter Smilh, Ren, 
Gelinas,. Preston Gallanl, Maurice Rou1-
1eJle, Gary Benoit, Ed Cloyton. 
S[COND ROW (I. 10 r.): John Docherty, Mike 
Sqviro, Jerry LoMgy, Lcongrd ~•ov<11e, 
Glen Miller, Michael Huot, R:ober-t Pon-
rich, Lorne Durocher, Victor Ond•iko, 
Gory Anglin, Phil Gale. 
FIRST ROW (I la r J, Got')' Ruckle, Roy Nabb,, 
Gordon Wa,hington, Robe,, Tow!e, Rob 
ert Ron, Dove Dunwoody, Ken Keenon, 
Jock Benda 
CLASS T9A 
BOTIOM ROW (left lo right) 1 Morlell Robin,on, 
Don Bailey, Poul Lalonde, Doug Hor~ 
stead, Bill lee, Brion Danison, Fred 
Gowmon, Jomes Roe1ide, Don Doyne,, 
Denni, Bonda, George Morll:ou, Earl 
Borreti. 
SECOND ROW (I lo r ) • Edwin Colmon, Oo,e 
Arigon, Ron Smith, Clarence lesperonce, 
~ichord Ingram, Dove MoGee, Don 
Walker, Lorne Finch, Waller Klau~o. Ed 
Eogen, Hugh longloi,, Roy Bem~eou, 
Bruce Wauon 
r11,o r.ow (I. to r) Poul Aho, Sill Slull, Sob 
Drowning, Hugh Mclellan. George Hogon Ron 
Rool, Fred Suck, Woll Zurbilo, Fr~d 
Grange, . 
ACSENT, Ernul Gingra1, Tl111 Harlley, El;o Po,1;. 
celli, Gilbo,1 Renaud. 
CLASS T9C 
BOTIOM ROW (left lo righ1) 1 Dick Roberl1, Ron 
Pineou, Terry Fowler, Richard O:a:on. 
Gory Vonlith, Doug Vollon,, Ron Oole.J, 
Neil McDonald, Phil Vonlore. 
SECOND ROW Cl. 10 r.): Aldo Zanullini. Albert 
Roy. Don SL Louis, Ricky Chalmers, Wes 
Aylesworth. Ken Grohom, Robert Lo(:k, 
Wayne Wheeler, Fred long, Jim Badder, 
Gory Fenton, Jim Thompson1 Fre:d Wo,t. 
l'MIRD ROW (I. 10 r.): Lloyd hsselte, Bo rry 
Hillman, Gory Go,ont, Ron Ouxter. 
Wayne Hogge, Bill Johnson, Gory Myers, 
Bernard Drouillard, Gory Child,, leor, 
Girard, Don lock, Mike Gronow, Oo"W"e 
Cochrane. 
ABSENT, Rondy MIiier, Ari Po1ten9n. 
CLASS T98 
BOTIOM ROW (leh 10 righl) , Helmul Loeffler, 
Jim Lucier, Douglas Popejoy. 
SECOND ROW (I. lo r, ) 1 Bren Gunn, Horry Dob-
:son Ron Doherty, Gaty Elois, Gary 
Grave, Terry Hornick, Gary Affleck, 
John Atfison, Bob Chen. 
THIRD ROW (I. lo r.), George Hearn, Richard 
Jones., Yvon lopierre. Bob Mone, John 
Soujltfere, Bob Webb. Bob 8idino11 
Wayne Coteby, l(en Compeau, Bob Hol-
lidoy, Dick lil,rer Bob Appleyard, Bob 
Merrifiefd. 
FOURTH ROW (I. to r . ), Tom Moore, Melv,n 
Morency, John Rudltng, Jerry Gerord, 
Dick McCaltum, Ron Filioc.1111 Don loioie, 
Tant Koni, led Anderson., lorry Lalonde, 
Roy Chmilni12ky, Bob Schrom, Je,ry 
Moue, Dorio Rotco. 
FOR ALL YOUR 
BUILDING MATERIALS 
REQUIREMENTS 
STERLING BUILDING 
MATERIALS LIMITED 
\~ ~ ,t:s; 
~¥ERL[NG 
READY MIX CONCRETE MASONRY UNITS 
Clearwater 2-7241 
2494 SANDWICH ST. E. WINDSOR, ONT. 
FOR 
ECONOMY 
FLEXIBILITY 
CLEANLINESS 
LIVE ~ette,z, 
ELECTRICALLY 
WITH 
HYDRO 
THI: 
WINDSOR UTILITIES COMMISSION 
HYDRO DIVISION 
720 Ouellette Ave. Ph. CL. 2-360 I 
BEST WIS~ES FOR SUCCESS 
TO ALL 
VOCATIONAL SCHOOL STUDENTS 
From 
The Store With 
The Young Point 0£ View 
Have a good time 
••. Have a Coke 
•coke" I• a re11lslered trodo-mark. 
CLASS T9D 
BOTTOM ROW (left 10 right): Gary Renoud, 
Dovo Bolton, Charles G,ovelle, Brion 
Frickey Mjke Grohom, Preston H\.ltnphrey. 
Clarence Anhorn. Ken Farrand, Jim 
Woods. 
SECOND ROW (f. lo r.), Mike Lighl, Dan 
Kemp, John Stewart, Doug Millor, Herb 
Po!Jin,on, Adhvr Songol, Sieve Szejbut, 
Larty Ri"Yoil, lonni6 Williams, Dick St. 
Onge, Mike Rouell. 
THIRD ROW (I lo r.) Bill Chapmon, Ron 
Rowling,, Lloyd Pike, Tom Keroey, Alberl 
O~:oi:-o, Jerry 8oshuro, Albert Bondy, 
leo lolonde, John Borcloy, Slon Couvil 
lion, Chuck lo,-paronce. 
l'.C!:CNTt Terry Bow1,u, Don Dupui11 Bill Hulko, 
Gord Noble, George Slerling . 
CLASS T9G 
BOTTOM ROW (fell lo right): Jim Nobbs, Boyd 
Szenlmiklouy, Bob Borg, Clifford Pois 
son. Bill Ritchie, Ron Popel, Poul Goebol, 
Steve Hermon, Dove Cron. 
SECOND ROW (I. lo r.) Bob Jone,, Roy le· 
tuye,, Ron Lcndgtoff, Gory Compeou, 
foul Diotte, Claudio Vendrome, Reinhold 
Knoll, Som Jeon, Peter lppoliro, 11.lleo 
Povolede, Larry Fo,, Jim Lott, Ed Dell, 
Dove Reid, Ed Tousignant 
THIRD ROW (f. lo r) Ernie Lorsh, Cyril Samson, 
Eugene Middlelon, Sob Brown, Jim Ha,1, 
John 8rown, John Sartori. lorry Rockf 
Bob Gro111fx, Gerald Boiunier, Joe 
C:iocho,., Francis McAnally~ John Boker, 
Bob Purlon 
"BSENT Doug Craig, Roger Boismiu, Roy Ruper!. 
CLASS T9E 
Bollom Row (left 10 righl) , Fronk Povici, Poul 
Scully, Kerry Fit~polrick, Bob William,. 
John Hori. Jim Collard, Mike Guarino, 
Robert 8igneu, William Doy. 
SECOND ROW (I. to r.) Wayne Fenn, Corl 
McOougofl., Woyne A\oxwell, Brian Hy.s• 
lop, Poter Scully, Tom Coron, Roberl 
Morlock, Bob MovVoy, ChorJes N~wman 
THIRD ROW (1. lo r.) leonord Lesperance, 
Francis lesperanc.e, Dennis Diotchenko, 
Robert Atkinson, Bitf Finn, kon Gohnos. 
Tony Talbot, Ston Bor,on Wayne Painter, 
Harvey Stevens., Porrick O Nail. 
V. W. DOWIE REAL ESTATE 
MORTGAGE MONEY-WE LOAN. 
ANY WHERE ANY AMOUNT 
942 Tecumseh Rd. E. Windsor CL2-6641 
COMPLIMEN rs OF 
PRINCE EDWARD HOTEL 
Armour J. Weir, Mgr. 
CO\IL'UML1''i1b o.-
JOHN SMEETON LIMITED 
DRY GOODS 
; ~65 W VA "OOTTE. E .. WINDSOR. O'IT 
COMPLIMENTS OF 
MARENTETTES' 
BOOKSTORE 
129 Ouellette Ave. , 
Windsor, Ontario 
COMPLIMl:NTS 01= 
CENTRAL BAl(EllY 
665 GLENGARRY AVENUE 
REYNOLDS' PICTURE FRAMING 
and ART GALLERY 
!Jisti•c-hve Picture haming O,:;ne vn the Premises 
PROMPT SEFVJCE 
NO ORDER TCO SMALL-ARTISTS SUPPLIES 
1316 Wyandotte E., Windsor Ont. CL4 41 15 
WINDSOR 
BUSINESS COLLEGE 
We Specialize in 
ADVANCl:D 
BUSINl:SS 1:DUCATION 
DAY SCHOOL AND NIGHT SCHOOL 
FULL COURSES 
BRUSH-UP COURSES 
FINISHING COURSES 
R. J. SERVICE, Principal & Owner 
Bank of Montreal 
Building 
Entrance: 15 CHA THAM ST. E. 
Phone CL 3-4921 
WINDSOR, ONTARIO 
L 
ClASS T9H 
BOTTOM ROW (foll lo rig hi): John Pillon. 
Ernest Dwytriw, Len Rod, Don Gelino,, 
Bill Turno~, Don Mofhew, Jim Rodie, 
Paul Snyder, Arthur John,. 
SECOXD ROW If lo r.), Otto Foust, Garry 
Adams, Joe Slrosbury, Don 80.zonich, 
Tam Hood, Bob Kapilano•, Frank Quin. 
Ion, Barry Burnside., Bob Mo•evia, Ron 
Loiselle, Gary Bondy, Ron Perelti. 
THIRD ROW (I, lo r.): Slo•e Zuk, Pal Mallen, 
Jim Hollon. Jomes Cosgrove, Mike 
Dwyer, Joe Hodore, George Krokona, 
len Bodyk. Bernard Cazo. Gord larnb6ck, 
'?oH Cummings. 
ASSENT: Ne_il Brown. 
ClASS Tll 
BOTIOM ROW (loll 10 righlJ, Ed Janine. lorry 
Dosiordinei . Som Knopp. Roy Renoud, 
Joe 8urchcr, Kee lee, Bob Clements, 
Milan Gilad, Jerry Dresser. 
SECOND ROW (I. lo r.J: Harald Taylor, Bob 
Moyday, Albert Underwood, Ron Seech, 
Peter Garrod, Oove Fotter, John Miller, 
Robert Schoof, Bill Griffin. 
THIRD ROW (I. 10 r.) John Sylvasler, Jerry 
Smee, Jock Shust, Bernard Quesnel, Gory 
Nye, Roy Lucier. 
ABSENT: Viclor Anloninci, Philip Berlinski, Syd. 
ney Drew, George Georgin, IJadore 
Faraci, Gory Poret'lt. 
CLASS Tl I( 
BOTIOM ROW (left lo righlJ, Jame, Dupras, 
Word Cosma, John Magda. Ken Show, 
Bob Edward•, Mike Holte, Art lappan, 
Wally Jacob,on, Ron Gelly 
SECOND ROW (I. lo r.J: Jamo, Rock, James 
Va,ilyev, Alton Ellwood, Bob Andre, 
Gerold Mollhew, Ken Mortin, Doug Field. 
Mike Stoddarl, Wc:cen Nolan , James 
Ange,, Ernes.l Jotkso,,. 
THIRD ROW (I lo r.) Duke Wayne. Denni, De• 
caire, Raymond Drouillard, PouJ Morgon, 
Horry Morand, Cliff Porter. 
ABSENT: Norman Gouelin, 0 Arey Reaume, 
Gerold Smee, Jtuuoll Voflons. 
COMPLIMENTS OF 
S't.RATHROY ONTARIO 
Co111pli11w11t- of 
ADELMAN'S 
.. l nd,·r-,..Jlin:,: 
D,•l'artnwnl "tun•'" 
60 PITI ST. E. 
PHONE CL 4-2545-6 
( 111111,lim<•Jlt., of' 
UNIS JEWELLERS 
3021 TECUMSEH RD E. 
Fem l,/'1/l'r ,·rl11n1ti11n - it's 
W, D. LOWE VOCATIONAL 
, SCHOOL 
1'i,r lwlll'r Ji1mil11r1• m11I 
tJ/'l'lituw,•., - 11"s 
• TEPPERMAN'S 
' ~ CifTAWA ST. CL6-s421 
CHUCK HOLMES 
CUSTOM CLOTHING 
1501 TECUMSEH RD. E. at GLADSTONE 
CL 6-2828 
YOUNG SPRING AND WIRE 
CORPORATION OF CANADA LTD . 
Manufacturers of Diversified Wire Products 
WINDSOR ONTARIO 
COMPLl,\IE~TS OF 
WINDSOR ONTARIO 
Froni the finest fores ts 
of CANADA 
FRASER LUMBER COMPANY 
CL 6-4556 
1872 WALKER RD. WINDSOR 
CLASS Tl M 
BOTIOM ROW (loll la righl), Ron Trudell, Ken 
Nield, Gory Robiloille, Ron Mailloo•~. 
George Pidutti, Don Piuu1i, Ken Noode, 
Richard Brennet. 
SECOND ROW (I. 10 r.), Keilh Ganny, Cho1IH 
Jone,. Ted Storey, Harvey Robron, Bill 
Thoms, Wayne Monk, Norman Howard, 
Jim Stewart, Oon Tourongeou, Clayton 
Menzie-1. Bob Beaudoin. Gerold Belonger. 
irllRD ROW (I. lo r.), Phil lykolf, Tom Crow-
fotdf Pot CJouticrp Jock Cadman, Richcrd 
Goulhier1 S.ob Dore, Ron loPorte, Alon 
nuxfon1 Murray Borton. Doug Fortier, 
Gory Blond. 
ClASS T2J 
BOTTOM ROW (loll lo right), Muriel Jone,, 
Jeonnie Porker, Dorothy Girard, Olga 
Show, Cloudio Menear, Patricia Horvath, 
kolhlen Clark, Helen Decaire, Horriel 
Pancrion 
SECO~O ~OW, (I 10 r.), Gory Glonlord. Bob 
Sprague, Ston Ellion, Jock Hill, E,n .. ,I 
Benselfe, Herbert Woolcock, Roger De~ 
ouire. Franco Merel. Fe er Norton, Wayne 
Mortin. 
THIRD ~OW ff. lo r ) , Ron Horllgon, Charle> 
Polyak, Gory Thorne, Tom Packwood, 
Chodo1 Head, Ray Puyda, Luciano Ca,-
$Ono Gl!e1 Pinord, Jim Cunningham, 
Lorry lngoll,. 
AGS~N'!' Joan r"e;t"j,, Irene Sandor. Leonard 
Coufc ~ Ren I '.ot~.:>r.. 
cu.ss TIN 
IOTIOM ROW (lell lo righl), Joan Henri, Lindo 
Evan,, Judy Porgeter lr•ne S0ndor1, J1.1ne 
Roberti, Rhodo Harrison, Pot Thibeault. 
Claudelle Viau, Doto Coiton. 
SECOND ROW (f la r.J, Ro,emary Goelz, Judy 
Coolei, Joon Wailers. Nancy Uttley, Pom 
Sonden1 Conie Kronl-a-, Pot Shepherd, 
Linda Mouholl, Irene .Ath,nborough. 
THIRD IIOW, (l. lo r.), Doro Bertram, Sue 
Begley, Sharon Riberdy, Morgorel Mor-
ley. Camillo Butcher, Anita Andonian, 
Gail Porker. 
ABSENT- Noocy Bollaotyne, Margaret lillle, 
Hollyonn Peltier 
COMPLIM~NTS rn::: 
OTIAWA ANO MOY BRANCl-t 
PHONE 
WINDSOR 
CL 6-3441 
COMPLIMENTS 
OF 
ONTARIO 
KEN WILEY PHARMACY 
DISPENSING CHEMISTS 
2300 HOWARD AVE .. WINDSOR 
COMPLIMENTS 
OF 
CUut, dJ.iH,a,nce 
LIMITED 
524 GOYEAU WINDSOR 
CQMPUMi.;NTS 
,< 
, oi: 
COMMtRCIAL PRINTING 
WINDSOR 
• 
COMPLIMENTS OF 
Canada 
Dry 
BOITLING CO. LTJJ. 
2310 WALKER RD. PHONE CL 2-1686 
COMPLU,U:N'rS OF 
MERETSKY BURNSTINE 
ANO 
MERETSKY 
LIMITED 
Jsepstone Contractors 
OFFICE: 
1L111nteb .. 
·u"'·~~ 
2490 McDOUGALL ST. 
AT CPR WAREHOUSE: 
2480 McDOUGALL ST. 
TELEPHONE: CL 3-6333-4- P.O. BOX 85 
WINDSOR, ONT ARIO 
t 01\'lPLIMENTS l>F 
GIFF ELS CONSULTING E "J GI NEERS 
& VALLET 
WINDSOR, 
ONTARIO 
OF CANADA 
LTD. 
COMPLIMENTS OJ: 
mRRv1n·s DR~ GOOD~ 
LIMITrn 
1686-94 Ottawa St., Corner Windermere 
WINDSOR ONTARIO 
L 
CLASS T2K 
80ITOM ROW (left to right) George Atherley, 
Dove Gheroiim, Harold Ruuetl, Bill 
Bone,eou, Joe~ Blond, Jomes Wehe, 
Bill Clark, Terry Jonueson. Bob Devine. 
SECOND ROW (I to r. ) , Gerold Farrand, 
G~orge Moilhiot, Denni, Madore, Jock 
Hannah, Wayne Newmon, Robert Hearl-
fiefd, Norhut Stamml@r,. John Mcfadden, 
John Beaugrand, Ken Jeon, Don MocKoy 
Jo,k Foole# Fred Hnohw. 
THIRD ROW (I to r. ) ; George Tonner, 2ob 
Hoye,, Jim Wighfon, Don Renoud, Die• 
Goull. 
ABSENT, Alfred Johnke, Mike Kelly. Don Miuccio, 
P•ler Stholield, Roger Taylor 
CtASS Cloe 
•IRST ROWI (lelt to right), Eileen Hewko, Severy 
Grodirser Georgette lotoche, Sandro 
Portt, Margaret Gros.sell, Ethel MocPhail, 
Beverly Degree, Mo,goret Arcolean. 
SECOND ROW (I. to r.), Koren Doster, Pot 
Winton, Goif McKinnon, Marilyn Oram, 
Norma Dominolo, Borboro Jones, Rilo 
Tesolin, Ello Stewin, Sharon Cecile, 
Bonnie Stee:ie, Donna Blair, Carhy 
lvcec. Virginia Der.1on. 
THIRD ROW ( I. to r.), SylYia Caso nova, Sheron 
Durocher, Cecilio Szpak, Glenys De-
Mee1ter, Peggy Armitage. Pearl Chi:o, 
loi1 Oade, Margaret Fulton, U,-da 
Smith, Pot Coton, Corol Mclee, Corel 
Milburn. 
ABSENT, Geil Ole,, Corol Turner 
CtA,S ClOA 
: oTTOM ROW (le·, to right) I Sheila Swofmon, 
Mary Dunlop, Johan Grell, Lindo Garant, 
C:loine Keemer, Shi,ley Dmyfrow, Vera 
h.tvon, Pol 8ordenuik. 
SECOND ROW (I . 10 r) Noncy Cliffo,d, l(othy 
Faur, Claudio Ranson. Jean Felker, The~ 
nua Fonlin, Rose Morie Hebert Marilyn 
F,owe~,. Helen Monkiewin. Sondra 
Humphrie,, Honnetore teimhov• .. Darlene 
Sovoie, Pot Bloomfia!d, FHomeno fer. 
rora, Deonna Sic-m;,,h. E...-elyn Young 
THIRD ROW (I. to r) , Sheron fo,ter, Ro,emory 
Briggs, Lynne Co r.sweU, Anno Marie 
Gentili, Frances Buglio, Mory Go:lner, 
Bo11y McBride, Sondra Schmidt, E•elyn 
Benson, Regino Schlosser, Pon, Horri1, 
Corot Dawes, 
Chrysler 
of Canada 
salutes ... 
YI. 0. LOWE 
VOCATIONAL 
SCHOOL 
CHRYSLER 
I MPERIAL 
Chrysler Corporation ol 
Canada, Limited 
PLYMOUTH 
DODGE 
DESOTO 
• Here at Chrysler of Canada 
"Quality" is our middle name. All 
of our products are quality-bruit 
to the highest standards of auto-
motive craftsmanship. 
In the cars of The Forward Look 
Quality is combined with such 
exclusive features as swivel seats. 
Torsion-AIRE Ride, Push-Button 
driving and heating, style leader· 
ship and many, many others. 
One drive will bring out the differ· 
ence that great engineering makes. 
-- 1· 
\ 
Maker of the five great cars of The Forward L ook.> 
plus Dodge and Fargo trucks, Chryco parts and accessories 
CLASS ClDC 
FIRST ROW (left to right): Patricio B.altan, Pol 
O'Connel, Bonnie Pererson, Murfol Nich -
olh, Min McMonu,, Ve,on;co Doy, 
Dianne Robin,on, Marleen ltudel. 
SECOND ROW (I. tor.): Jeannine Jones, Carole 
Neal. Fny Percy. Marlene Smith, Koth. 
leen O'Connor, Arlene Brook,. Helen 
Moc~ino, Sharon hbi,ter, Dia, e Hrynyk. 
Onnno Kntevich, Lindo John,on, Carolyn 
Wilson, Dione Weir 
THIRD ROW (I. lo r.) , Jeonne!le Jocque, , 
Audrey Naty,hok, Joyce Hayes, Mo,ie 
Mooon 
ABSCNT Morilyn Gareh-:,n, Gloria Cowlings, 
lorrojne Re1tou1e 
C'ASS ClOF 
flRST ROW (le!t to ,ightJ, Vicky Meuenuk, 
Dolores Gendreau, M.our~cn Shea ·on, 
Carol Cell, Marilyn Affleck, £city Bilich, 
Betty~Ann Emery, Carol Deneou 
SECOND ROW (I. to r.), Beverly G,~en, Carol 
Arquette, Juanita Neill, Bevetly Snyder, 
Winnifred Foront, Ooni:e Cedotd, Jac-
queline Daigle, Coral RobJdeaiu, Loui,e 
Gionese. 
'rHIRD ROW (I. to r.), Mo,y Jone Lafromboise, 
Carol Trembley, Sharon Landry, Ida 
Marinacci, Sondra Comfuo, Judy Mill-
ing, Rose Morie Rouueffe, Roselyn So. 
limko, Marilyn Hewlett, Janet Brooker., 
Ther-eso lelievera. 
ABSENT, Virginia Graveline, Sho1on McNeil, 
Elaine De..siordins. 
C:.ASS Cl OE 
FIRST ROW (lefl to right), Corol Rob,n,on, 
Irene Pelrik, Mory Marg Field,, Renal• 
Dumich, Gail McNi,h, Ingrid Hortman, 
Pot Richie, Coral Bird. 
SECOND ROW (I 10 r ) , Tooche, Mr Maynord, 
Lorraine Zoveruka. Judy Wei,e, Lynne 
Smillie, Mory Holme,, Bonnie Percy, Jo. 
Anne McBride, Su1on Pidhore5ky, Mari-
lyn Mothttson, Koren Burden 
THIRD ROW (I. 10 r. ) Pot Oglon, Doi Sorrell, 
Barbo~a Burden, Doreen Gendreau, lily 
Roy, Sheila K1eps, Moty Mocken%ie. 
Christ.no Bailey. 
ABSENT, Rurhonne litfin, 8orboro Pope, Donna 
Nelson , 
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Baillie's Music and Card Centre 
A Card !or Every O\,;casion 
A Record for Every Mood 
320 Pelissier St. CL 2-0369 
MARIO'S TAVERN Limited 
Catering to 
e WEDDINGS e BIRTHDAYS e PARTIES 
e BANQUETS 
755 Ouellette PHONE CL 4-3392 2105 Ouellette 
SCHOLARSMIPS 
in 
Textile Technical Education 
at The Hamilton Institute of Technology 
Apply to; Your Guidance Councellor, or The Hamilton Institute 
of Technology, Hamilron, Ontario. 
PRIMARY TEXTILES INSTITUTE 
50 King Street: West: Toronto, Ontario 
Posture is a plus 
Honefll Good po,tvr• 11 on ulro 
from your Seoly Posrur•p•dk Mot• 
treu~ It keeps your 1pine on o Une-
1leep1 you, keep, yOtl ol you, l•vtl 
be,t.Tlred bodcmu,dufeel rela~ed, 
toned up. You stand s.ttolghter, slump 
less. G•t a Sealy ~pedic for 
comfortable sleep-firm s.upport • 
full or Twin Slze •.. $79.50 Always . 
Matching Foundalloon $79.50 
s~ 
Foam Rubber 2-Plect S.t $179.50 POSTUR£P[OIC®MATJR£SS 
· , ILIUM & BRODY LTD Cor. Chatham 6- Ferry Sb. 
l1JI • PHONE CL 3-3547 
93artlets 
BARTLET MACDONALD &: GOW 
LIMITED 
DIAL CL 4·255! 
OUELLE1 TE A VE. at the river 
FRl:E CUSTOMER PARKING 
COAL-BUILDERS' SUPPLIES 
WO LCRETE- WOLCOL 
WOOL LA TT FUE l 6 SUPPLY 
(WINDSOR) LIMITED 
Phone CL 4-2558 2171 Ottawa St. 
WINDSOR 
COMPLIMl:NTS OF 
SOMMERVILLE 
IJTD. 
MANCO 
CONSTRUCTION COMPANY 
1394 HOWARD AVENUE 
,.If its lll(l<h' of Ntil"lt. Bloc/,. or 
Co11c-r,,1P •... II ,,·11 Ruil<l It " 
J. MANCINONE Cl 6-6963 
S'l'l m. \ I 
JU\ I \1.-:--ALE:,, ~EH\ IU, 
HJEL,I.) 
BUSf "iE~S 
11ACJ IJ \1~5 
1511 J 011111rn St. ( /, :J.;11 :!3 
e BOWL e 
Air Cooled 
Cresceni Lanes 
Aul:omatic Pin Spotters 
1055 Ottawa St. 
Phone CL 3-0960 
COMPLIMENTS OF 
1707-17 OTIAWA ST. 
COMPLIMENTS 01= 
THE 
TORONTO-DOMINION 
BANK 
Ottawa (, Gladstone 
Windsor Ontaro 
CLASS CllC 
FIRST ROW (left lo right), Ron Graham, Frank 
Onde:}ko, Bob Neveu,. Lionel Freemon, 
Gary Dupuh. 
SECOND ROW (I. lo r,), Claude Brien, Pol 
Campb4tll, Helen Mozorit, Mory Ann 
Ozord, JoAnne Adams. Shirley Henri, 
Gloria Boychult, Judy Gillan, Shirley 
Atlenboraugh, Ron Godwin. 
THIRD ROW (I. to r.), Ralph Middlemore, 
Theresa Sankoff, Lila McKnight, Marie 
Ol~s,. Therese Stogiontois, Corolyn Cin-
cutok, Moriorie Woodrich. louis Smith,. 
Marilyn Kearn•, Tom Woolsey. 
FOURTH ROW ( I. lo r.) : Gerald Jeff•, Ron Car, 
riere., Leo Durocher, Nancy Plekon. 
Pauline Rivoilr Dione Davidson, Roso 
Polc:howski, Je-on Moisonville, Virginia 
Craner, Dione Jessop, Johl\ Sloddon. 
ABSENT: June Demar., Elaine Thompson, Aldea 
Vaillancourt. 
ClOG 
BACK ROW I lefl 10 rig hi) Diane Mason, Sandra 
Schneider, Pol Morgan, Eleonor Piekos, 
Pal Galasso, Jeanette Keotn,, lola 
Brown. 
S::COND ROW (I la r. ), Carol Patrick. Agn., 
Cooper, Carolyn Beckett, Gloria Burges,, 
Deonna Kipp, Judy O,trande,, Lynda 
Turner, Dorothy DesRos.ien, Bonnie Tool. 
FIRST ROW ( I. la r. I: Miriam Mandel, Delore, 
Soulliere, Arlene Vincenl, Mary Jane An 
derson, Ann.etle Sorrell, Donna Hutnik, 
Sandro Boow. Lindo Maytond, Audreo 
Parke:-. 
CllD 
BACK ROW (lell lo right), Pal Fax, Helen 
Ritchie, Pearl lorsh, Margie Kocol, Helen 
Wel,h,. Elaine Kerr. Dione Topolie, Groce 
Johns, E'ileen Brook. 
SCCOND ROW 11 lo r.): Joonoe Richmond, Pam 
McIntyre, Evelyn Oarbison, Roxene Logan, 
Kalhy Sia k, Judy Chapmon, Janel Tabin 
Shirley MacEathern, Marilyn Bayley 
FIRST ROW (I la r.l: Penney Koval, Sheila 
Chauvin, Dione Moore, Judy Goldin, 
lorry Andrewes, Pol Brooks, Joyco 
Thomas, Carolyn Quinlan, Donna Ger· 
tard 
AJSCNT Dove A.llon, Gai1 Scommell 
CLASS TIOA 
fiRST ROW (left lo right} , Reg Appleyard, 
Slewa,t Winkfield, Paul Dole, Dos Bondy, 
8ob Bell, John Con,dy, Dove Millben, 
Joe Huller, 
SECOND ROW (I. lo r , ) 1 Bob Vargyos, Tony 
Si·ionni, Bob Coates, Bob Sulmer, 
Garold i loigh. Ron Kinghorn, Jin Rupert, 
'.//or ·on Tay, Dan Procter. Monnie Mc. 
Ki:~aon. 
i 1 : ... D r.OY/ (I . IO 1, ) 1 Roy Newman, Angelo 
"o::hia, Joo R'~berh, Bill Dunbar, lorry 
Loll, Y.e., Welllngs, l<url liegmon, Nor, 
tnO'"I Y.u:niok, Geo,ge Grubyesich , Don 
lic!doU, George Zajoc.z, Eric l(oslowskt. 
A::SENTt G.:,rald lowes, Larry Mo. k, Denny 
·.vooc!,kh. 
CLASS TIOC 
FIR:T ROW (loll to right), Bob Deru,h, Ted 
OHkcn•, Ron Mo;z.in. 
SECO:>.O ROW (I to r.), Eob Boylan, Ken La-
londe, Bill Dowhan,uk. Wayne Corton, 
Don Co:ver, Ron Dupuis, Ernie Mo.-tel. 
O.:>ug Hunlet, 
THIRD ROW (I to r.), Ja:k Forre,ter, Lino 
Coloutti, Ootry Neilson, Gordon Neilson, 
Rithord Zobololny, Jock Murlagh, Domi-
nic Roti, Joe DeVaJltenoere, Mel Corter .. 
Vernor Kivelto, Fre-d Heap, Jim Schu~ 
modie-, Andy Downes~ Jock Fourio, Bob 
Oitc.hiia!d. 
FOURTH ROW (I. lo r.), Charles Droulllord, 
Roger Awad, Sleworl Young, Stanley 
Redko, Ray Nykiforul<, Murray Mclen-
non, Woller S!ommlc: ·, Torry Law1an, 
lorry Pellier, Rick Wynants, Woller 
Pytlowony, John Ondrocka, Jerry Korol!. 
ABSENT: John Brownie, John Murray, Roberl 
Rv•lon, George Sulherland. 
CLASS TIOB 
FRONT ROW (left to , ight) , La,ry Marcuzzi, 
Paul Dom?house, P.ichord Cohill, Gordon 
Morley. 
SECOND ROW (I. lo r. ), Dave Hebert, Cotler 
W,ut, Do"e Oueffete, John Frame, Peter 
Domino, Don Puiko,, Ken Rehill, Horofd 
Forsey, Robo; t Quimby. 
THIRD ROW (I, to r ) Roberl Robinel, Gary 
Mclean, Gard Oglon, Doug Inglis, 
Net.fe, Klem, Roger Stocco, Maurice 
Piotlc, Bill Boomer, John Swann, Jim 
Sta:rell, Lionel Shepherd, Gerold Mot. 
den, Pal Sovcie Jim Vogler. 
FOURTH ROW (I. to r ) , Henry loforle, Jome, 
Kurek, Terry Danyluk, Richard Perra, 
liYio Pierobon, Michael DHuco, tarry 
Pawluck, Keith Hopkins, Pot endo, WIiiie 
Ki,kush, Barry Raymer, Jerry Otleon. 
ABSENT, Getold Godfrey, Ion M<Leay, John 
Oberrnok, Leroy eenoit, Roland Brunette 
WINDSOR BOARD OF EDUCATION 
tenders 
to the Students, Teachers 0nd Principal 
of 
W. D. LOWE VOCATIONAL SCHOOL 
its congratulations on 
the Scholastic and Other Attainments 
of the School Year 1958 -59 
WINDSOR BOARD OF EDUCATION 
1959 
Ward I. 
Ward II. 
Ward III. 
Ward IV. 
Ward V . .... 
SEP ARA TE SCHOOLS 
M. G. Brick, D.D.S. 
H. J. Lassaline, M.A. 
K. C. Hortop, B.A. 
G. Alan Buchanan, B.A. 
H. D. Taylor, B.A .. D.Sc. 
Chairman 
G. M. Grant, Q.C. 
D. W. Gray 
VCCA TIONAL SCHOOLS 
J G. Craig 
J.C. Lawler 
,;. WINDSOR SCHOOLS EXCEL ,;. 
FOR CLEAN, WHOLESOME 
ENTERTAINMENT 
CGhe 
fl!alace ~heatre 
Buy Gift Books of Theatre Tickets! 
Saves Money 
COMPLIMENTS OF 
La,au '.i ?wu 
493 OUELLETTE AVE. WINDSOR. ONT. 
Compliments oF 
RIEWARD SHOE STORES 
435 Ouellette Ave. 1459 Tecumseh Rd. E. 
DOMINION FORGE 
LIMITED 
AUTOMOTIVE, AGRICULTURAL 
AND 
AIRCRAFT FORGINGS 
WALKfRV/llf ONTARIO 
Rivard Sanitone Cleaners 
and Shirt Launderers 
78.'l WYANDOT'rE ST. K and DORWIN PLAZA 
PHONF: CL. 1-1176 
ComplimentR ot 
THE BROWN OPTICAL COMPANY 
475 OUELLE'ITE A VE. 
(;(J lfl'I I \II•;\ TS 
()/ 
COLONIAL TOOL 
CO. LTD. 
Windsor 
Toronto 
Montreal 
COMPLIMENTS OF 
Windsor Chrome Plating Company 
663 Glengarry Avenue 
C 1mphments of 
WINDSOR PLUMBING 
and 
~EATING LTD. 
705 GLENGARRY AVENUE 
CLASS T10E 
FIRST ROW ( left lo rlghl I• Ronald Way, Ronny 
Golouo, Ronald Stack, Richard Gartnik. 
!:ECO ND ROW ( I. lo r ) , Arnold Buhler, Ken 
Kennedy, Mike Wenguyn1ki, John Zdu• 
nich. Herb Hom1in, Norman RyoH, Fred 
Golden, 8111 Wolkin, 
THIRD ROW (I, 10 r.) Gordon Dick, Borry Len-
non, Lynwood Sodoi, lorry Stanciu. Don 
Bloz~vich, Bill Holmes. f.-ed Morency, 
Larry Murphy, Allan Carpe.nler, Jim 
Lesperance. 
FOURTH ROW ( I, lo r.) Manfred Peuuel, Bill 
Olbey, Nile> Talbol, Ron Beaudoin, eob 
Gendreau, leach For,-e,ter, Chou Jin, 
Foul lov&ridge, Dennis Eovu.. Willie 
Atmbru~le~, Johl'I louh, Bob Gilliet., 
Jock Moore, Co ·I Rivord. 
ABSENT Dominic Sbrouo, Terry Mcleon, Eu· 
gen• Sarra, Cha,le, Smith. 
CLASS T10D 
f!ilST ROW (lell lo rlghll, Bob lrich, Roger 
l.ebert , Charles. MoUhe:w, Joe Brochert. 
SECOND ROW (I la r I Maurice Gioncono, 
Ken (us.lance, Ronald Roach, lorry 
Beach Paul While, Ed Nor lh, Normon 
Maisonneuve. Murray McNeil! 
Tr.lRD ROW II. lo r ) Hennon Kreime,, Chorl .. 
McDermond, Gory Boker, 02.zie Seguin 
Ken Groy, Ronold fe.uier, R'onold Com, 
peou .. Jerry Wolk.er, Gory Morrin, Bob 
Potier, Wayne Gr•nnon, Bob Gtovel, Joe 
Robinet, David Jewhunt 
FOURTH ROW (I. lo r.) Gord Koenig, Art 
He.llom Michael Clark, Rino 801,ili, Mor~ 
,;n Shuker, Ed Tremblay, Jim Weldon, 
Go•don Jewell, lorry Bond, Jerome 
Cloutier, Ken Hodgkin, Wayne. Peitru, 
Woyne Chevalier. 
ABSENT· Ron Bondy, Fred Jorrold, Jomes Mau. 
riz.io, Ion Napier, Andy Woggoll 
CLASS T10f 
FIRST ROW (left lo right) 1 Fronk long, RobeM 
Jof-t,,y, John Ca,ciont, Mike Ander1on, 
Vincent Lucier, Eugene Boulione. 
SECO:-.D ROW ( I. lo r ) : Tom• Searles, Fred 
Stoiner, Eugene Kersey, Don Perry 
f-tonk Oottermonn, John Uombos, John 
Ric.e., Fred lan9foi1, Jim Pettit 
THI RD ROW ( I. lo r.) , Dove Robert, Ken Jones, 
Lloyd Grondin1 Fred Lamoureux, Allon 
Daw,, Bill Freemon, Bob Sondenon, 
Dove Morgon, Ron Durocher, Mouri,e 
Amyol, Gery Meloche, Bob Wolli1on. 
Eldon Borlon 
FOURTH IIOW (I. lo r.), Jim Blockton, John 
Choyko,ki, Don Cowling, Douglos Ro· 
cine. Don Arseneoult, Ro" Wilkinson, 
Jock Word, Victor Gadoury, Cot"I Pufi,.10, 
Romeo Orlando, Wilfred Souchereou. 
Ron Cunninghorn, John Howcrofl. 
ABSENT Pot Bryceland, ~obert l!eod, Woyne 
Redmond. 
DUPLATE CANADA LIMITED 
Manufacturers 
of 
SAFETY CLASS 
1850 Walker Road Phone CL 6-4571 
COMPLIMENTS 
OF 
309 Ellis St. E. 
rOMPLlMFNTS OF 
Windsor 
R. P. SCHIR£R 
LIMITED 
\-\1INDSOR . ONTARIO 
COMPLIMENTS OF 
JOHN WYETH & BROTHER 
(CANADA) LIMITED 
makers of fin e pharmaceuticals jn Canada 
Since 1883 
WALKERVILLE, ONTARIO 
DIAL CL 2-4107 
PHARMACY 
TECll.'.\ISEII HD. at Gl.ADSTOl\E 
WINDSOR. ONTARIO 
CO~lPLJ\JENTS OF 
WINDSOR AUTOMOTIVE 
SUPPLY CO. LTD. 
649 Wyandotte S t. E. 
\V1NDSOU. ONT. 
CONGRATULATIONS 
"TO THE TOWERS' 
from a ll at 
2480 TECUMSEH RD. E. 
GESTENER 
(CANADA) LTD. 
RENNIES 
M USIC 
128 UNl\' El{SIT'l ST., \\'. 
CL ::; ~7411 
•mes! m 
MUSICAL MERCHANDISE 
AND ACCESSORIES 
ALSO TA PE RECORDERS 
CLASS TlOH 
FRONT ROW (left to right I Jlrn Orr. Roy 
Bulmer, Cheong Yun, Bob Ecket, Art 
Renaud, Alfred Reaume, John Pes(hi110o, 
Mike Ristivojo.,ic, Moree! Poiuon. 
SECOND ROW (I. to r), Dove lovell, Orvol 
Mone, Norm Damphouse, Robert Danby, 
Bob louse, Alvin Oppen. Jirn lob,un, 
Andy Cunninghom. Joe Tocco, lorry SI. 
Lou•sf Malcolm Allmon, Doug Craig, A:on 
Hickey, leonord Bowyer. 
THIRD ROW (I to r.), Williom Smith, ken 
Kemp, Bill Cvnninghom, Richard Vig• 
neaua, George Petro~zf, Bruce Muuonv 
Gory Jul:enville, Bob Clifiord, Woyne 
Hillmo.,, Sien Grondin. Bob Polrick, 
Fronk Vollons., Edward Gettatd, Ri:::key 
Crockel 
ABSENT, Gregory Dunne, Ed. Gendreou, Jim 
Bloomfield, Tom Co,ew, Pol Oe.smedl, 
Norm Jolicoeur, Joe Donoghue. 
CLASS TlOG 
FIRST ROW (lell lo right). Ri,hord Nicholls, 
James Latouf 
SECOND ROW (I. to r.), Gory Phillip,. Wilfred 
Pich, Bill Chedour, Rober! Mun ford 
Poul Voino·oski Wolter Ruslon, Jol\n 
Mottiuz, Fronk Dupuis. Dennis Menard 
Allon Whiling. 
THIRD ROW (I. tc, r. ) , Lorry Gregor«yk, Jin, 
Wright, Vic Cousineau. Dove Workman, 
Robert Ridley, lorry Hyllenrouch, Robert 
Ma,Koy, l•an Mar,ovx, Len Bensellc 
Wayne. loRose, Midr:ey Moore, Maurice 
Tennant~ Bill Mcleod, Roy Anger 
FOURTH ROW (I to r.), Louie Bellond, Ed 
Regan, Fred lesenke, Richa,d Gagnon. 
Cecil Rupert, Ronald Fodor, Chell Jick 
Cenni, Bonner, Bill Robinson, Morris 
Boismier, Gotl lo"Yigne, Ste"e Bertr-ond 
ABSENT· Jome, Hill, Robert McConn, Erne,t 
Meloche, Dennis Brown, Bill Cunning 
horn, Kurl Benke, Fred Miner 
CLASS Tl IA 
BOTTOM ROW (left to right), Glenn Gow, Bob 
Dresch, Emil Choborek. Murray Byres, 
Chri, Po,mo, Ron Akerman, Cliffotd 
ZoYH-z, Bc:rnord Dufour, Mike Chamber-
lain. 
SECOND ROW (I. to r.), Oovid Aiken. Ri,hord 
Corriere, Joe Koslelnik, Bob Pith, Terry 
Hendy. Gary Gollogher, Glenn Denni,, 
Bill Hogg, Wayne Telo.$CO, Joe Hic .. •Y• 
Robe:I Molnar, Dick Cowley 
THIRD ROW (I. to r.), Tom Shullloworlh, Gerold 
Kirk, Dick Hunl, Gord Hodore, Joe Borg, 
Don Silla, Bob Alexonde:-. lowrence 
Cybok, Ronald Mallhew, Chri• WiJ,on, 
Vic lvdor. 
ABSENT, Bill Hooper, Gerald langloi,, Tom 
Leiter. John Loveridge, Sean O Con11el1. 
lorry Sweetman, [d Whyte. 
Thinking of the 
future? 
If you're graduating thi, year, we invite you 
to consider an interesting business career \\ ith 
The Bell Telephone Company of Canada. 
The Bell can help you select a career suited 
lo your personal interests. This choice includes 
job lra1ning and company courses of instruction 
in many importam fields which cart help you to 
advance. You earn a good salary as well, and 
you help to maintain a public ~ervice essential 
to your community. 
Why not drop in at T he Dell in advance of 
your graduation to find out more about the op-
portunity for a career in this impllrtnnt service. 
If you're going on to college we'll be plca~ed to 
tell you about opportunities in our Company for 
graduates in . \rts, Commerce, Science 
and Engineering - men and ,, flmen. 
CLASS Cl IA 
FRONT ROW (lefl lo righl), Horio Goz, loiraino 
Oudotow,k;, Sondro Jeck, Sue Kroutnet 
Geraldine RullOn, Corot Belonger, Rose 
Schulz. 
SECOND ROW (I lo ") , Dar!ono Squiro , Mabel 
McMaddn, Loretto Agnofin, Johanne 
Reinhart, Margaret Au1trin, Glor1nino 
Chionduni Ene, fo.,,oro1 M 1 I d r e d 
Mat~vio. 
THIP.D ROW (I, 10 r ) Miss Coughlin, lilo 
louh, Koy Hunter, Carol Jonkovic, t-!elttn 
PongrotJ:, lyndo Holder1 Sevoriy G.-)eve~. 
Lynne Hederick, Alice White, Potric10 
Doe, Morion BrQwn 1 Ame11etto Kloin. 
BACK ~OW (I. 10 r. ), Pal Pilru,, Janot Mc• 
ln tosh, Caroline Retich, Ha~ga Sneider, 
Ma:y Rouit, Judy noz:on, Ce,erly K~en, 
Belly Porter, Judy Ounsrer, Nancy Tracey, 
Bernice lvcie,. 
ABSENT, Killy An~ilde, Marilyn John,on . 
CLASS Tl 1 E 
FIRST ROW (loll to right) , Mike Chomborloin, 
Torry Murphy, Lynn Byrnes, Art Wh,1od, 
Allen Luck, David Dorrod:, Giuliani Qr. 
ron, Tom Slozuk, Ed Ko.chok. 
SECOND ROW (I. lo r) Gord. Horn, Joo Van. 
densleone, Gornel Goodchild, Fred John-
son, Peler Mersch, Poul Rock, lorry 
Twigg, Joe Oroskovich. Peler Mancini. 
Richard Emery, Richord Skinner, Jim 
Couidy. 
THIRD ROW (I. lo ,.) , Leonard Alexander, Peter 
Pes.ce, Lorry Mortin, Keith Broodfoo11 
lorry Schroeder, &ill Cookson, Bill Allcik, 
Charlie Menard. 
ABSENT, Jock Fenton, Adom Pro,lan, Joe 
Adomus. Bert Vernhout, Vinc:enl Piuueo, 
John Aron, Bob Bechard, Tom Awod, Bill 
Seiko, John Morgia, lorry lake, Ron 
Keney, Bob fonhow, 
CLASS Cl 18 
FIRST r.OW (left lo righq. Darlene Evonshen 
Corof Oor\t, Lorraine Reynolds, Irene 
r-.ogy, Beverly Robitaille, Judy Young, 
Fol Bucheski 
SECOND ROW (I. lo r.), Dolores McMullen. 
Velma Greguot, Cathryn Smith. Eleono, 
Demtchenko, Koren Reid, Pot lorivjl!:re, 
Lindo Olsen, Mo .. y Ann Zido 
THIRD ROW (I. to r. ), Yvonne Jeffrey, Holen 
Jakob, Lindo Huggard, Elizabeth Brewer, 
Carole Urkosky, Carol Alexander, ,-,1. 
berta Huckle, Fronces Ilnicki. TherHo 
Robitaille. Rose Marie Robitaille, Mar· 
tene Sltomrne, Hugetle Viget. 
FOURTH ROW (I lo r. ), Dorene Richord100, 
Marlene Meyer, Terry Hudson. Ledit 
Ho,knen~ Jone Seoly, Joyce Ell...,ood, 
Marlene AJe,r;onder, a~verly Stuort, 
Katherine Jvng, Helen Jonos:ki. 
ABSENT, Pat Girard, Carolyn Hamel, Mory Anne 
Mone. 
COMFI 1MENTS OF 
NOEL EQUIPMENT SERVICE LIMITED 
SALES and RENTALS 
Construction 
Equipment 
Floor 
Sanders 
Air 
Compressors 
PoHshers 
Drills 
Air 
Hammers 
' Tarpaulin s 
Etc. 
341 TECUMSEH ROAD EAST, WINDSOR 
1ECHNICAL STUDENT 1931- 34 
COMPLIMENTS COMPLIMENTS OF 
OF 
Mayor 
Michael Patrick 
WINDSOR Ward 1: 
Brophy T. 
Fairlie W. 
AUTOMOBILE 
Wat'd2: 
M0ntrose C. H. 
DEALERS' Stonehouse 0. M. 
Ward 3: 
Newman B. 
ASSOCIATION Riggs W. C. 
Wa rd 4 : 
Rogers L. 
Wheelton W. J. 
WINDSOR Ward 5: 
Balanger M. L. 
ONTARIO Charlton J. 
CLASS Tl 1 C 
COTIOM ROW (loll to righf), Cob ~:on1en, 
Roger Deluco, Oonold ~wapisz, Jim 
Ouellette, Victor Hogue, Al Szaworo, 8111 
Hum, Mile Me:na:d 
:;ECOND ROW (I. to r.) Armand P.ock, Paul 
Lo·romboi1e, Bob Leno:, lorry Choihi:e, 
fronc~s Oictte, Terry Occorio, Sill Schooff, 
Neil Jones, Frank Perolta, Ge,aid la~ 
~enseo, Jim Zoch er, Gerold Holl, Barry 
Sednorick 
THl~P ~ow (I 10 ,.) , Ed Landgra'l, a;11 Smith, 
'·o, y Mon, Reg Letourneau. EHi De~· 
rosie., A, dy P.o:kneu, Jerry Oimilroff, 
:":oy Winseck. Corio Sovoni, John Pic:i. 
rilli, Gary Hoggo. John Sleworl 
ABSENT, George Gojlon. Roberl Legault, Murray 
Olboy, Al Delben. 
CLASS Tl 18 
BOTTOM ROW (left lo right) , John Schmub, 
Autello Cudini, Gory Klingbyle. Ron 
lovz.on. 
SECOND ROW (I. to r.), Allen Yotes, Jerry 
Duronce, Keft Stroud, John Latouf, John 
Balley. Roy Yaell. Tim Hornuy, Garry 
Jacobson 
THIRD ROW (I. to r I• Jock McCollum, Gregory 
Brion, Harry Co..,ender, Jim Courtenay. 
Stan Horvath. Eric Berglund, Wayne 
Hudion, Joe Tome, Glenn Repoye, Walt 
Wheeler, Wayne Oeimpsey, Jomes. Nan. 
lais, Bob Groulx, Roland Gabel, Doug 
Manhall, Wes Trembley. 
FOURTH ROW (I to r I Gory McKay, Gory 
Vetor, Gerry Murphy, Tom Wou, Charles 
Collins, Jerry Slack, Peter Mahler, Bob 
Girard, Tony Oeluto, Enzo Mio, Ted 
Schwan 
ABSENT Dick Mailloux, Fronk Rankin, Jock 
Pyne. 
CLASS T11 D 
COTTON\ ROW (left to right) Frank Ryan, Joel 
While, David Brooks, Jim Correll. 
SECOND ROW (I. to r.), Charles Deni, Ste•• 
ChmHna1ky, Andy Slebila, Kart Tay. 
Doug Morand~ Fronk Wojlusiok, Don 
Harrison, Richard Brush, Larry Joniue. 
THIRD ROW (I to r.), Ron Smith, Gary Brawn, 
Barry Hazlehunt, Gerald Galomb, Nello 
Colella, Lloyd Stanley, Don Me"Hield, 
Tom McOonotd, Jim Poth, Jim Huot, 
llayd Johnson, Jack Abbolt, Dick Gow 
man, Jim McTaggarl. 
FOUUH ROW ( I. to r.), No•m Henn in, Joo 
Molnar, Ran Ridley, John Critchley, WII· 
fie Kung, Hunter lee.. Jim Crouchman, 
Joe Milllng, Clarence Morten, Keilh 
Moulder, lorry Mosey, Wayne Mont• 
gomery. 
ABSENT, John Fenton. 



left to right: Tony Mancinone - Vice-President, John Gieswin - President, Pauline Robinson .. Treasurer, Barbara Oaynes - Secret1ry 
VOCATIONAL PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE 
Coming too fast close is another school year. For some, it will mean graduation, 
for others o move from Lowe lo Guppy. This will be the last year in which boys and 
girls of this school will be participating in activities together. 
Before the school is divided, the Towers' Staff will have its best and finest 
yearbook published. Under the guidance of Mr. Bert Weir and Mr. Doug Hermon, 
countless hours of hard work by the Towers ' staff will make ii a great success. 
Another great achievement of the Towers is that this book will be a complete 
student effort from start to finish. This school will be the first in Windsor to edit 
and prir.l o yearbook. To those people, may I say on behalf of the school, thanks 
for a job well done. 
This great divide in June wil I not just separate the students of this school 
but our principal and teachers. To those leaving for Guppy may I wish os much 
success there, as you hod at Lowe. 
Also, I should iike to add my sincerest appreciation to the members of the 
student council and lo our two sponsors, Mr. Sherman and Mr. Aitchison, who so 
diligently helped and advised us in all problems that arose. 
To the social committee I should like to express my thanks on behalf of my-
sel f and the students, for the wonderful entertainment that you provided for us 
through the year. I can assure you it wos appreciated by all. 
In conclusion, I con only soy thanks to one and all for your kind consideration, 
understanding, and willingness to co-operate. 
Your President, 
JOHN GIESWEIN. 
SOCIAL COMMITTEE 
It was the duty of the Social Committee to 
plan and supervise dances held by the school in 
the main gymnasium. 
The commLttee held a series of Record Hops 
o!ter the home basketball games. In addition to 
these, the organization held various other dances 
and activitie. 
To add to the success of these dances, new 
records were purchased by the committee. Plans 
ore in process for the making of a crystal ball to 
cut the cost of renting one at every special dance. 
The most important was the planning and 
labour incurred in the preparation of the Com-
mencement Exercises for lost year's graduates. The 
committee was determined to make this a memor-
able event for the departing Lowe students. 
After the ceremonies had finished, the 
graduates were led to the gymnasium, which had 
been gaily clecoroted for the occasion. The com-
mittee members then proceeded to serve the re-
freshments to the graduates. 
Entertainment was provided in the form of 
some excellent vocal groups from our school. The 
members performed their duties so expertly that 
the graduates will surely remember their last visit 
lo the W. D. Lowe Vocational School. 
As the yeqr drew to a close, the committees' 
greatest tosk_:_thefMilitory Boll-confronted them. 
This was the annual semi-formal held by the school 
i, honour of the Ccielet Corps. Preparations begin 
in Morch for the eve~ which was held in Moy ofter 
t:ie cadet inspectioo., · •· ~ 
SIGNAL CORPS 
BUGL~ BAND 
W. D. LOWE CADET CORPS 
by A. Mancinane 
HISTORY 
The W. D. Lowe Cadet Corps r: 1112 was 
organized in the school term of 1923-24 under 
the leadership of Lt. E. J. Sirrs. This responsible 
position was taken over by Lt. Col. W. Harman 
in 1928 who was in charge through 1949. The 
next commander was Lt. Col. W. A. Malkin, our 
present leader. 
During World War II over 4600 cadets and 
former cadets from Lowe enlisted. Of these, 292 
paid the supreme sacrifice. 
Our corps has always been able to boast a 
large membership. This year's strength is well over 
a thousand uniformed cadets. 
Under the direction of Lt. R. Magda, the 
signal platoon is building its efficiency for the 
crucial test on inspection day. Lt. S. Levine, Lt. G. 
Aitchison, Lt. B. Newman control the Military Band, 
Bugle Band, and Fir:t Aid Platoon respectively. 
OFFICERS' CLASS 
The officers' class is under the command of 
Major A. Harrison and Cdt. Lt. Col. J. Tornopolski. 
Members of the officers' class paid their tributes in 
the Remembrance Doy ceremonies. Their efforts 
during the year will finally be reworded when they 
toke actual command of the botallion on inspec-
tion day. 
A message from the commanding officer of 
the cadet corps, Cdt./Lt. Col. J. Tornopolski: 
"As commanding officer of the W. D. Lowe 
cadet corps, I om proud to be commander of the 
largest corps in this district." 
RIFLE TEAM 
The Rifle Team boasts a membership of 55 
boys. The squad practises every noon hour and at 
3 o'clod, Mondays and Thursdays. 
When the team went to Winona, they brought 
bode fifty dollars in prize money. In the Province 
of Ontario Fall Match the team overage was 
95.7; in the Spring, 96.7. The team hod 96.5 in 
the DCRA, and, in the RMC, the highest in Western 
Ontario in 1958 with 97.6. In 1959 it was 97.2. 
For the second year in succession, the rifle 
team hos won the Border Cities small bore rifle 
match, d~feoting six other participating schools. 
Under coaches Capt. C. Wallen and Lt. 
Parent, the team concluded the year firing the 
Lord Strathcona .303 at Cedar Springs on April 18. 
Towers St:aff 
------- - -- -- -- ----- L. --- ~--·· • 
FRONT ROW-left to Right-Tom Awod, lorry Johnson, Gory Drouillord, Vic Rodovich. 
BACK ROW-left to Righi-Matt Golab, Manager, David Brooks, Duane Nethery, Bill Dowhaniuk, Mr. Mcleon, Coach. 
SENIOR BASKETBALL 
by Duane Nethery, Cl 2D 
After two dismal years in succession, Lowe Vocational emerged from the cellar 
of the W.S.S.A., and with a bit of luck might have advanced into the playoffs. A 
couple of one point losses to Patterson and As~umption prevented this. 
Mr. Mclean deserves a pot on the bock for shaping the team into a hustling 
contender, which gave a good account of itself throughout the basketball campaign. 
This year our team did not feature any lone star, but played as a team. Joe 
Ponic led the team with 88 points. He was fallowed by Gary Drouillard, 86 points; 
Vic Radovich, 73 points; and Captain Larry Johnson, 66 points. Bill Dowhaniuk and 
Dave Brooks were strong rebounders, and Tom Awad proved to be a fine play-
maker. 
Perhaps the best game far Lowe was their final one in which they lost to 
Forster Collegiate 53-49. In this game, they fought until the final horn before they 
finally submitted to the Spartans. 
The l ?58-59 all-city balloting sCJw Larry Johnson and ex-Captain Joe Ponic 
voted ta the second and third team~ respectively. 
Next year there will be a large gap in the Roughrider lineup when Joe Ponic, 
Gary Drouillard, Vic Radovich and Larry Johnson graduate. However, with a few 
holdovers coming back, and some of the juniors coming up, they may produce some 
surprises next year. Also, another source of players may come from next year's 
additional increase of many more students. 
... 
FRONT ROW 1t:11 to right), Tim Allick, Joe Tome, Jim Kocis, R. Godwin, Vic Sortori (Copt.), Tim Botcher. 
BACK ROW (I. tor.), Jim Zocher (Mgr.), John Hidi (Mgr.), Vi: Cou,ineou, John Winkup, l.onk Czwerweniec, Bob Core,,., Jerry 
Grobow,ki, Dove Ambedion, lllr. Roy Bochyn,ki. 
HOCKEY 
by Ron little 
The 1958-59 edition of the Lowe Hockey Team 
had on uninspir«d season. For the first time in many 
years the team foiled to make the playoffs. They 
finished in fifth place, having hod four wins, 5 losses 
and 3 ties. 
The team was composed almost entirely of the 
somp fellow, who ployed for Lowe the previous year. 
New-comers to the team were: Jerry Grabowski, Tim 
Allick and goalkeeper, r.on Godwin. Grabowski was 
a transfer student from Kennedy, where he Was a 
member of the championship team. Tim Allick from 
the Windsor Minor Hockey league was one of the 
few standouts on this year's team. Ron Godwin gave 
a creditable performance in the nets. 
Sob Corchis for the second straight year, be-
came the leading scorer with 15 goals and 10 
assists. 
Vic Sartori was picked as on All-Star defence-
man and was also given the "Most Valuable Player" 
Award. 
We t'1onk Mr. Bochynski, who gave unstintingly 
of ~is time and energy on many cold, miserable 
winter mornings. 
Next year the team's coach will hove to build 
his team up from the juniors because most of this 
year's players will hove left school. 
Cover Design Winner 
CHARLES DENT TIID 
Track Team 
Concert Band 
Se:nior Voll e:yball 
Back Row .. l. to R., Shirley Sadler. Carol Attenhordt, Jeo 'I Weicek, Miu Campbell (coach), Judy Brooks., Goil Dufour, 
Darlene Evon1,heR. 
f ront Row, l. to R ... Barbaro Sodoi, Barbaro Doyne,, Ann McDono!d. Jeon Talbot (coptoini, Carol Teron .. Shirley 
Attenborough, Anne Onci. 
Junior Volleyball 
Bock Row, L. to R., Bonnie Petterson, Gail McHinnon, Miu Campbell (coach), Marg Arcolean, Judy Weise. 
front Row, l. to R., Sondy Porn, Veronica Doy, Pot Winton, Ethel McPhoil (captain), Vero Istvan, Be'f' Green. Audrey 
Wotyshok. 
THOSE WORDS WE LIKE TO HEAR 
AND REMEMBER 
MR. AOSETT 
"Well uh ... yes." 
MR. AITCHISON 
"What's the valence of chlorine?" 
/,,:l. AUG:JSTINE 
"Why don't you learn to read?" 
MR. BUIE 
"There won't be a Santa Claus at Easter." 
MR. BYRNE 
"All right, who's next" 
MR. GILLIES 
"Mister! Will you be quiet?" 
MR. MALKIN 
"God help Canada if you 're going to be an 
engineer." 
MR. McMANUS 
"Get your hands out of your pockets" 
MR. C. MURRAY 
" Hey you, sit down. Safety rules!" 
MR. NIXON 
" Where is the attendance card?" 
MR. RYAN 
" I have a new wrestling hold to show you. I 
need a volunteer. Brewer ... ?" 
MRS. ST. LOUIS 
" Now, clean up your own hous~ before you go 
visiting your neighbours. " 
MR. SHERMAN 
"Just another one of my services. " 
MR. SIVELL 
"Boys will be boys, heh, heh!" 
MR. WALLEN 
" I ' ll SMAS~i YOU!! 
MR. WALTON 
" Look i t up in your first year book." 
MR. WEIR 
" It 's coming-It's coming." 
MR. DEAN 
" The gentlemen will remain seated while the 
ladies leave." 
MR. McGEE 
" A precipitate is not a " WHEN" 
MR. JENNINGS 
" Now what 's your excuse?" " AGAIN?" 
MISS McKAY 
" GIRLS, be ladies." 
MR. McARTHUR 
" Be down here on time." 
MISS CAMERON 
"Don't bend your fingers." 
MR. MAYNARD 
" Have you got this done?" 
MISS GREEN 
I 
.; 
s 
" This class acts like a grade nine commercial 
class." 
" I can give you more work if you want it." 
MR. ALLSOP 
" Keep ii down to a roar." 
MR. BAIRD 
"Okay boys, let's go smash up the tools." 
MR. FARR 
" You're not leaving this room until you find that 
square." 
MISS VARGA 
" You, come here." 
FAMOUS EXCUSES 
" I forgot my book at home." 
" I couldn 't do it." 
" My alarm clock didn't go off." 
" He started it." 
" That isn' t what I mean." 
" I can't find the attendance card." 
" Darn it, I even copied his name." 
" I ran out of paper." 
" I didn' t know we had to have it done today." 
" I had to go away for the week-end. " 
" You're going too fast. " 
" I didn't hear you because I was talking to Sam." 
JOKES 
Miss Green: Your cough sounds much better this 
morning. 
Bob Nunn: Well, it ought to, I've been practicing it 
all night. 
Policeman : How'd you puncture that tire? 
Richard Carrier: Ran over a milk bottle. 
Policeman: Didn' t you see it? 
Richard Carrier: Now ... the kid had it under his 
coat. 
JOKES 
Ken Smith: But, Miss Green, I don't think I deserve 
this mork. 
Miss Green: Neither do I, but Zero is os low os I con 
go. 
Mr. Horrison: Where is the English Channel? 
Student: I don't know; we con'! gel it on our tele-
vision. 
Mr. Jennings wos hoving trouble with his Cl 2D Ac-
counting closs. With o shout he osked, "Whot is 
on account Receivable?" He then shouted, "You 
bock there! Whot is on Account Receivoble?" 
The onswer wos: "I don't know." 
Mr. Jennings: Whot do you meon-you don't know. 
Didn't you study this lost night? 
No, I wos ploying co•ds with the boys. 
Mr. Jennings: Don't you wont to poss this course this 
yeor? 
No Mister, I wos just sent here to fix the pipes. 
Mr. Alsop: "You con't sleep in my doss." 
Student: "I know; you tolk too much." 
Norm Patterson: "Judy, is your $eat comfortable?" 
Judy Brooks: "Yes, !honks." 
Norm Paterson: "Is there o droft on you?" 
Judy Brooks: "No, there isn't." 
Norm Potterson: "Con you see the picture from where 
yo1.1're sitting?" 
Judy Brooks: "Yes, but why?" 
Norm Potterson: "Well-how obo1.1t !roding seots?" 
Joe Ponic: "Sir, could o person be punished for some· 
thing he didn't do?" 
Mr. Jennings: "Of course not, Joe." 
Joe Ponic: "Good, because I haven't got my Moth 
done ogoin." 
Irene D: "You'd be o fine doncer except for two 
things." 
Gord N: "Whot?" 
Irene D: "Your feet." 
Mr. Ryon ( In the Health Class}: "if you hod Hydro· 
phobio; whot wou!d you do?" 
Honk C.: "I'd get o pencil ond poper. 
Mr. Ryon: "Why?" 
Honk C., "To r,a'<c a IU of people I would bite." 
Teacher: "Did you punish your son for mimicking me?" 
Mother: "Ye·, I to,d him r.ot to moke o fool of 
himself. " 
Visitor: "How many ~·udents o~e in this c!oss?" 
Miss Com~ron: "Oh, about one out of every len." 
Mother: "Well, Tom, "l~ot did you like obout school 
to~oy?" 
Tom Awad: "It was closed." 
Richard Guo't: "Gue:;s whot, Mom, I got l 00 in 
~chool todoy." 
!-~·-. Gualt: "Whot in?" 
Ric:10•d G•·r- 1t: 35 in Moth, 35 in History, ond 30 in 
English." 
Boy came into his cla;s lote. 
Tea:her: "You should hove been here 30 minutes 
ago." 
Stuclent: "Why? Whot happened?" 
·, 
TOP ROW (left to right), Morris Boi,mier, Jock Cadmon, Jerry Demitroff, lorry Schroeder, Mr. Mclean (Cooch), Jahn Hunter, 
Wayne Logan, ken Gray, Lynwood Sodoi, Len Rock. 
BOTTOM ROW (I. to r.), Art Whitehead, Dove Lovell, Hugh Mc~ellon, Vic Cousineau (Capt.). Jim Latouf, Paul Rock, Ron Golouo, 
Al Patry,han. 
ABSENT FROM PICTURE, Bill Boomer, Dennis Menard, Don Monforton, Bill Bei~o. lorry Stonciu, Norm Ryal!, Jim Rodie, Hugh longloi,, 
Dove Russetle, and Dove Horvue. 
JUNIOR FOOTBALL 
This season, under the able coaching of Mr. Mcleon, our Junio: football team romped to on undefeated year. They allowed only 
one point in six games, which is on indication of the prospects of th3 Senior team in J'lext year' s campaign. 
left to right: Mr. Augustine, Cooch, lorry Eos.thom, Bob Corchis, Gerold Seegar, Roger Corey. .. 
; 
GOLF ' 
Under ideal weather conditions the Annual W. 0. Lowe Boys' ~ 1~1f Tournament was held at the Dominion JGolf Club. 
Robert Corchis of C Special was the senior champion with a score of 87 1 and wins the W . P. August ine Trophy. Terry Oonyluk 
of TlOB is lhe junior ch'!_mpion, and wins the Horry l. Otd Trophy. ,., 
This yea,.'s Annual Windsor Secondary School boys' tournament was not very successful fot Lowe Vocotionol's team~ They placed 
sixth, but lhis wo, not so discouraging because there wos some very fine competition this year. Kennedy Corlegiate with a tremendous 
team effort easily won the. crown for lhe fourth consecutive year. ,St.:>ve Lowry of Walkerville shot t.he best ~orite with on under par 70. 
Following is the Lowe Vocational team and scores: Gerold Seegar, 84; Roger Corey, 86; Jock .iouris, 90; Roberrl Corchis, 95; 
lorry Eastham, 97. 
THE FREEDOM-FIGHTER 
By Marilyn MacVoy, Cl 2A 
He crouches in a trench 
Somewhere behind the enemy line, 
A prayer in his heart, 
And home in his mind. 
Stalwart he stands, 
Fearless of fote; 
Contemptuous of war, 
Of pain and of hate. 
Ever faithful to country and kin, 
It's his given duty to win; 
And to strive, and to fight, 
'Til, with that last barrage, he falls, 
And keeps his rendezvous with death 
When the Archangel's trumpet calls, 
The battle will subside, 
The enemy will retreat, 
But only he will remember 
This near defeat. 
His immortal spirit knows no bounds, 
Even though his blood may mingle 
With dust of foreign grounds. 
HllRD PRIZt 
MY LITI!.E SISTE~ 
By Kay Hunter, C 11 A 
My little sister is only eight, 
A cute little pi11ie with freckled face. 
Off in a hurry, she never could wait, 
She keeps us going at a frantic pace. 
A pest at times I won't deny, 
Tomboy in jeons, princess in dress. 
She is very sweet and ever so shy, 
What she"II be up to, you never can guess. 
Ii terary 
StCOND PRIZE 
REST BY THE ROAD 
Rudy Grof, Tl 2C 
The country road stretched on ahead, 
Twisting, rising, dusty and bare, 
Lit by God-given golden sunlight; 
It shone as if some careless smelter 
Spilled the silver to form a road. 
On both sides the grass grew green, 
And above-the branches of the trees, 
Were entwined to form a shade. 
On occasion this shade was dark, 
Cool and inviting to a weary tramp. 
The sky above was violet-blue, 
Without a spot of white 
To mar its perfect hue. 
I hate to leave this spot 
And disturb the dust of the summer's day 
But I must pass on; life goes on. 
One should not look back, but I do. 
I knew, as al l mankind surely know, 
The spot of peace along the way. 
SEASONS 
By Pat Bardsley, Cl 2A 
The trees stand bare against the sky, 
Winter has come and left its mark 
Of soft white snow on the elm's bark. 
Then all of a sudden with the first of spring, 
Green buds appear and people say 
" We won't wait long for a summer day." 
Soon warm summer breezes caress the air, 
And the rustle of leaves is heard overhead. 
Then fall turns the green into bright, flaming red. 
Cheerleaders 
Prize Winning Essays 
1st Prize 
GOD'S GOODNl:SS 
by Corol Jonkovic, Cl lA 
The leoves were gone from the beoutiful elm. 
Its summer green long since chonged ond now its 
brief flore of golden glory wos over too. The geese 
ond ducks hod long 090 flown south honking ond 
quocking through the outumn nights as they winged 
down to their resting grounds. The days hod grown 
short and dark. The wind wos from the north. Winter 
wos descending upon the town. 
Snow eddied olong the deserted streets, whi:e 
inside the cozy homes people hugged the cheerful 
wormth of their stoves ond dronk lorge cups of co:fee. 
The town was possessed by o hushed silence and 
not a sound bro~e the solitude as the powdery f.a':es 
f lurried through the mute oir and settled o n the 
ground which was alreody a giitterino blan;:et of 
new fallen snow. 
The silhouette of evergreens at the edge c f 
town fringed the white expanse like black lace. Stork 
branches of trees ond shrubs raised their stologmite 
branches toward the sky on every side. The portially 
frozen river wos o moss of snow powdered islands 
which moved gently on the still woter near shore. 
The snow piles and crumbles un derfool in the 
zero and sub-::ero temperotures, until one day oll the 
beouty of winter melts owoy; ond overheod floot 
the fleecy clouds and the aif smells of trees. Even 
the most ordinary house is g lorified by fresh ~reen 
grass ond flowers. Eoch doy brings new budding 
colour which seems to promise thot humon hopes 
will b lossom too. People come outdoors to ro';e up 
old leaves and dig o gorden w r ere nE:ot rows o; 
vegetobles will flourish in the coming months. 
Whether in summer, winter, spring or fa!I, God 
hos given nature t'ie art of producing ever-pre:ent 
beouty throughout the yeor, so that we may behold 
God 's bounty. 
2nd Prize 
THI:: H[;RO 
by Jim Crouchmon, Tl 1 D 
A stronge f: incJ of man he was, quiet sensitive 
ond small physkolly, like o frogile piece of chino, 
but inside of him kindled the flome of brovery, 
courage, ond self so:rifice. Though he wos to be 
noted for this f!ame which burned with in him in later 
yeors, unfortunotely, he wos o t on eorly age called 
o teacher's pet o nd a weokling, which set h im o ~art 
from the rest of his schoolmotes. 
Knowing full well what would be i:i store for 
him if he become literally a study b:ig, ond o book-
worm, Winston, for this wos his nome, procee~led 
with his life's c-mb;tio'1, o: the cost of giving up en-
joyment and the r.ports which ore the life-b'oocl of 
the younger generotion. 
This self so:ri'.ice did not bother him to o much, 
olthough, we must !OY surely he was tempted to 
leave his work, and books at some time in his life 
and porticipale in the mony sports ond a:tivities 
which ottroct boys of oll oges. 
Loter, ofter occomplishing his ambition of being 
the Prime Minister of Englond, the kindling fire which 
burned within him took on outword appearance and 
you will well remember his porticipation in the Bollie 
of Britain, for th is wos Sir Winston Churchill. 
3rd Prize 
DUSK 
by Patricia Andrews, C 12A 
Slowly the shodes of doy lengthen into even-
ing. The castle of clouds on the western rim is set 
cl>laze by the lost fiery roys of the receding sun. 
Flo:!;s o, birds wing to their roosts in the arms of 
towering trees. In the country, the farmer trudges 
weari ly through the verdant fields, his shoulders 
clroopino with the burden of his toil. A brown and 
w hite collie herds the sauntering collie toward 
the coverr.ou:; mouth of the weother-beoten, red 
born. The silence hongs like a veil over the lond, 
ond oil is peaceful. 
In the city, the bock-yord gardener lays oside 
his tools. When the street lights shine their wel-
come to the advoncing dorkness, children desert 
their games and retire reluctontly lo owait onother 
care-free cloy. ihe neon lights blink their approval 
o : the gothering dusk. A hoze of industriof smoke 
i; oll tho! remains to mark the toi l ond effort put 
fo~:h !:>y the inl,obitants of the metropolis. Silent! y 
n"cl roft!y, night spreods its blon '.:et over the land, 
r• · cl br'r.<1s to an end another precious c!ay of our 
life on this earth. 
Honourable Mention 
BEAUTY 
by Marlene Alexander, C 11 B 
Be~uty carnnot be learned, as we leorn orith-
metic or history. We can ocquire oppreciotion o f 
it, however, by becoming familior with beQutiful 
thi:igz. If, for exomple, we listen to good music, 
~tudy pictures by famous ortists or good poetry, 
we :hall ocquire o cultural beouty of character 
thot iz worth much. If we spend o ur leisure in a 
'lower ~orden, trying to sketch some of our beauti-
hl lo:iclscapes, in drowing or in colouring our wild 
-:lowers or photogrophing shapely trees or wind-
ieio streams, we sholl acquire an ocquointonce 
with b ~outy thot will give us mony happy and 
be ne'.ic 'r l hours throughout life. People without 
~u::'i appreciotion are usually unoble to entertain 
tic~selves; and, consequently, are unhoppy when 
iC'ft olo~e or with nothing to do. These ore the 
r,eople thot make trouble for themselves ond for 
o :her people. 
Honourable Mention 
A BLANKET OF SNOW 
by Arlene Mclean, C 12A 
The whispering wind creeps through the leaf-
less boughs of the tall oaks and softly blows the 
brilliant flakes of snow southward. A cottontail 
skips over the hard ground. little children, with 
their noses pre~sed against the windowpanes, peer 
out over the beautiful scene. The scant rays of sun-
light turn the large flakes of glistening snow into 
twinkling stardust as it spreads a large, white 
blanket over the cold, hard ground. For to the 
west, the towering mountains rise in glorious 
splendour, voguely seen through the white mist. 
A little starling nips al bread which hos been put 
in the yard for hungry birds. With delight the 
children watch it as it warily comes back for more, 
time and time again. Soon the sun begins to sink 
in the west and the snowflakes lose their lustre 
and become white pebbles piercing the still, dork 
night. 
Honourable Mention 
WORLD PEACE 
by Alice While, Cl IA 
This is a fiction story about on author who 
wrote a book. The perfection of this book em-
ployed all of his time; therefore, he was unable 
to work. He earned his money by answering any 
question that could be found in the World Encyc-
lopedia. He answered every question and nobody 
could prove him wrong. 
One day, a man asked him, "Whal is this 
book about?" 
The author replied, " One day, word came 
from space that the world would be destroyed in 
thirty-six hours unless they could find a way lo 
world peace. Immediately, the country ossembl ed 
the best scientists and men of knowledge, so that 
they could find a solution. The scientists were not 
successful in finding on answer. They therefore, 
turned to the mechanical brain with which they 
were experimenting at that time. They inserted 
many questions, but none of them produced t he 
answer to peace. There were only two more hours 
left and all were in a stale of panic. They com-
bined their thoughts and one scientist said, 'Why 
not put in this question; "Whal is the solution lo 
world peace?' The question was inserted and im-
mediately the machine began to rumble ond shnke, 
red lights floshed on and off, and finally the 
paper come out with the answer on ii. They loot-ed 
bewildered because on the paper were written 
the Ten Commandments up to the fifth one. Thou 
Shall Not Kill, and then the machine stopped. 
Honourable Mention 
THE SCHOOL OF MY CHOICE 
by Janel McIntosh, Cl lA 
It was three years ago when I had my first 
glimpse of the school where I was lo receive my 
secondary school education. As soon as I stepped 
inside the door, o strange feeling swept over me. 
It was such a large school that my first 
thought wos how was I going lo remember where 
to go for o certain class and the way lo get there. 
The students who were gathering in the halls were 
a great deal different than the one; I had been 
accustomed lo attending school with. 
After some doing, I managed to as'.< a girl 
what c,a~s I was in. Scanning the lists on the wall, 
she found out that I was assigned lo C9E in 102 
and tho: my homeroom teacher would be Miss 
Gignoc. 
The next task was lo find which way was 
102. Walking in, I was faced with a group of 
girls who looked as frightened as I was ond I 
wondered if it was true. At the front of the room 
stood a lady with grey hair and a pleasant smile 
who introduced herself as Miss Gignac. Right 
away, I felt that I knew somebody and that I was 
going lo enjoy my four years in the school. I was 
also very happy that my parents had let me attend 
the school of my choice. 
Thal year I was on the interform Basketball 
and Volleyboll teams and was also on offic;al at 
the games. I became more aware of the nifference 
that set a secondary school apart from on elc-
mentarty school. Also, I received my first Merit 
Pin for attaining an overage of over 75 "/. during 
the year's work. That year, I was not only aware 
of the foci that in high school you receive a longer 
summer vacation, but, also that the teachers ex· 
peeled more from you once you reached grade 
nine. 
During my second year, I wos in C 1 OA and, 
although I despised the phrase "brain" thrown al 
you by the other students, I recognized the privi-
leges given lo an A dos~. In my sophomore year, 
I become better acquainted with the school and 
participated in Volleybal l and Basketball along 
with Badminton. 
Now in my third and junior year, I am just 
a; proud of my school as the first day I came. I 
hove hod the pleasure of taking port in sports 
along with the necessary school wor'.<. I hove had 
the opportunity of going to see on a::tual Shake· 
speorion play at Stratford a·. a member of the 
: c'iool body and to London with the !choool team 
to participate in o championship game. I have hod 
the pleasure of attending a school that has hod 
c':,.,mpio,ship teams and hove see" teams win 
c'tv champior.ships and even WOSSA champion-
ships. 
SUMMER EVENING SKY 
By Arlene Mclean 
I gaze into a summer evening sky 
And see the glory of the One on High-
The Great "I Am." 
The Maker forms the beauty that I see; 
None else could do this marvelous work but He. 
I see the ancient pyramids of old, 
And towering mountains peaked with 
shimmering gold; 
The works of God. 
A giant overtakes a king's domain, 
But nothing in his realm remains the some; 
The giant soon transforms to something new, 
And beauty quickly bids the beast adieu. 
A queen appears. 
A queen, arrayed in robes of lace, 
Sits on her throne. I meet her face to face. 
The many wonders human eye con see 
Cannot compare e'en in a small degree 
With those above. 
But whilst I may be left on earth to dwell 
My heart with all these treasured beauties swells. 
A VILLAGE DISTURBED 
By Matthew Boumgortne 
Intense and stifling was the heat, 
The dust flew high as cars drove by, 
The sky looked like a leaden sheet, 
The humid earth just seemed to sigh. 
The countryside was scorched and dry, 
Under the trees the formers slept, 
The fields were ripe with wheat and rye, 
On wings of wind some dork clouds swept. 
Windows and doors were all slammed shut, 
The howling winds, the darkening sky, 
All caused the sheep to seek a hut, 
And let this jury poss them by. 
Bright lightning flashed through heavens dork, 
The houses trembled, crops lay flat, 
The rain come down and left its mork, 
And kicked up dust right where it spot. 
Soon overflowing were the streams, 
And uptorn trees loy all around, 
No chaos seen in all my dreams, 
Surpassed that left upon the ground. 
But now the sun peeps through a cloud, 
Refreshing is the quiet breeze, 
The earth is rid of its damp shroud, 
And my dear village rests at ease. 
A FAIRY'S RANSOM 
By Nancy Gowan, Cl 2A 
In a little wood at the end of our lot, 
There dwells a fairy small, 
And try os I may she cannot be caught. 
When the sun <:omes shining through her hall, 
She dons her apparel, bright, 
A golden dondelion mokes her tom, 
A scarlet leaf her dress, 
Then skips through her domain when the breeze is 
calm. 
"Spore my life," she cried aloud, when captured 
by my cot. 
"Gold, si lver and precious jewels, 
I'll lay them ot your feet." 
In the morning, when I awoke, there appeared on 
the mot, 
A bog of pearly dew drops, o strand of 
golden wheat, 
A silver lining from a cloud, by which, 
I knew that she was right, and I was rich. 
THE WANDERING STRANGER 
By Rudy Grof, Tl 2C 
Dear God, why did I room? 
Dork overtook me on the road, 
Hid the stars in the sky above. 
Mother dear, 0 mother of mine! 
If you could see my suffering, 
You would mournfully cry; 
Your hand would shake 
With sorrow on ,your brow. 
Why didn't I listen to your words 
When you spoke to me, with kindness, 
"Son, don't leave your father's land"? 
Coming to a shanty town, 
I noticed a worn-down house. 
The ground was hard, very hard, 
But stone is harder sti ll , 
On which my bore feet stood. 
I knocked on the door, 
Saying, "In the name of God, 
Old woman hove pity on me." 
··1 would help you if I could; 
I hove children of my own asleep. 
Before the gray down clears. the sky, 
I need o fire. A small fire I build 
To r.ielt the cold from our veins. 
Of wood I hove very little; 
The little I hove is for my own, 
When they woke in the cold morn." 
Well I recalled my mother's words, 
" There is nothing for the stronger." 
This other mother loved her own-
Could not spore me one caress 
All people look ofter their own, 
Leoving no room for my distress. 
Death I welcomed on my knees, 
To leave the cold, in land unknown. 
front Row, l. to R., Nello Colello, Eugene Sarro, Mike Guo·ino, Rudy Gr'of (capt.), Franco Mer'et, Chorles Smith, Tony 
Mondnone, Mr. A. 8. Harrison (coach). 
Second Row, l. to R., Mr. G. F. Deon, Prine., Kurt Benke, Ooninik Sbrocco,. Jomes Hil1, Fronk Povicic, Mike Ristivojevic, 
Otto Foust, Joe Borg, Bob Gronow. 
Third Row, l. to R., Ken Martin, Alfeo Povoledo, Robert Stammler, Jad, Blond, Mario Zonet, Robert Borg, Ken Wield, 
Carmen Naccarato. 
SOCCER 
By Tony Moncinone, Cl 2D 
The 1959 season sow a squad of 35 players 
representing W. D. Lowe in the W.S.S.A. Soccer 
league. This year's team was a well-balanced one, 
displaying both a powerful offense and a stout 
defense. 
The Roughriders ended the regular schedule in 
first p lace, with on unbeaten record. In the two 
game total-goal ploy-off that followed with Hermon 
C.I., the Lowe team was victorious by scores of 2-0 
and 7-1. 
Under the new W.O.S.S.A. ploy-off set-up, Lowe 
was to meet Blenheim Collegiate in another two 
game total-goal semi-finol. The Roughriders won 
this series also, by winning in Windsor 6-1 and Blen-
heim, 3-2. 
Mr. Harrison's squad next set out for Sarnia 
to ploy a sudden-death final for the W.0.S.S.A. 
championship with Sori lo Central Collegiate. Getting 
right o'.f the bus, into uniform, the Lowe team got off 
to a s low start, but when the final whistle blew, W. 
D. Lowe Roughriders were W.O.S.S.A. champions 
again, by defeating Sarnia 4-2. 
It is difficult to name outstanding players with-
out mentioning many, but the 1960 squad will 
certainly miss the services of Rudy Grof, the highest 
scoring centre, ever to come out of a Windsor Second-
ary School, and Mike Lutsch, o tower of strength both 
offensively and defensively. 
We cannot close our narration without mention-
ing the most important person of the soccer team, 
our coach, Mr. Harrison. With his able guidance, 
any team con win a championship. 
-----
Guppy Student Council 
FRONT ROW: Veronica Valuck J d K . 
' u ., earns, D,an~ Moore Sh· 1 M E BACK RO ' " •Y ac achern 
W: Thomas Turner,;.Carol Lake, Peter Smith 
Junior Basketball 
front Row, t. to R., Neil Macdonald, John Mottiuz, Jer ,me Mone, Lynwood Sodai. 
Bock Row, l. to R., Melvin Aikens (manager), Bob Bro ,-,ning, Ri:hotd Roberts, Albert Szowaro, Hugh Mclel, R. 
Maynord I coach). 
Rifle Team 
----.... --- - --- --··---
Third Row, l . to a., M. Nehr, I. Marion, E. North , W. Hood, J. Stewart, R. Ozard, J . Za,her, W. Schoalf, K. Lalonde. 
Se<0nd Row, l. to a., II. Smith , Wm. Zin, a. Sorrell, J . Temple, S. Horvath . 
O n Mall, a. Gagnon , K. Hopkins, G. Hogge, J . Siert, a. Newman , J . Vogler. 
GIRLS' BASKETBALL 
By Barbaro Sodoi 
This year was a repetition of lost year as for 
as the girls' basketball team was concerned. We 
were defeated again in the final game by Forster 
at Potterson on Wednesday, February 18, 1959. The 
score was 49-39. 
It was a strong and well ployed game in which 
the honours went to the strong Forster forwards. 
The first string was Sandy Portt, Barb Sodoi ( co-
captains), Donna Jeon Talbot, Janice Gault, Barbaro 
Doynes, and Darlene Evonshen. 
We also hod great help from the bench, Jeon 
Weicek, Shirl Attenborough, Shirl Sadler, Judy Brooks, 
Veronica Day, Carol Bernhardt, Bev Green, Audrey 
Notyshok, Pot Pitrus and Pot Winton. 
Throughout the season we hod two exhibition 
games, one with Riverside and the other with Hermon. 
We were highly successful and won both by the 
scores of 81-20 and 60-21. 
Our team would like to thank Miss Shirley lee 
Campbell for coaching, arranging games and or-
ganizing our Christmas practices. 
C9D 
C \CK ROW ( le 't to right) , / .lelvin Goret,on, 
F:ed Foi: boirn, Dono!d Lo:<o:c, r!·no'd 
/\c'.<night, Jomes i~cnnedy, Jo:rn Denni. 
so:,, William Cof~cy,. Ge:-o:d Monfor:or, 
Oo•don Morgon, Stanley Kwopisz. 
FJ~:r ROW (I. to r.), Thomo, Turner, Wi:liom 
Nix, \/ifliam V/ilson, Odiel Alliet, Ro -
land Lee, David Nunn, Ste;,hen Dunn. 
TlJ 
CACK r.OW (lelt to right), Borboro Quimby, 
Kathy Newton, Beot: ice Holliday, Sandro 
Oirce, Edith Cosey, Catherine Sonders, 
Joan Brown. 
F~ONT RO\/ (I. tor.), llor:enc /Aor.toomc:r, 
Dione Coales, Lucille Davis, Carole Mc-
Cauley, Sheila Findlay, luigio Fallone, 
r.uth Ann Perry. 
A~:.:;. H: Floron:e Assef, Sharron Findoly. 
808 HARRIS 
Groduattnll Class 
~ ~L\..0\JS 
'91' RE. s -r L G:. 
'-I A'/ f 
• 
FRONT ROW (left lo righl), Monnie McKinnon, Mr. R. Edwords (Cooch), Don Kwopiz, Tom Awad, Don Mer:ifield, Mr. Roy Ryon 
(Cooch), Honk Cwzerweniec, Wayne Pestru, Dick Gault, Ji.n Zacher, Dove Ambedion (Capt.). 
SECOND ROW (I. to r.), Bob Corchis, Dick Dunford, Too, Woolsey, Wayne Newmon, Jim Ouellelle, Ron lillle, Duo no Nelhory, 
Joe Ponic, Vic Sartori, Vic Ropovich, John Hidi, Len Bertelle, Bob Forshaw (Mgr.). 
FOOTBALL 
by Duane Nethery, C 120 
This year's Lowe Senior Football team narrowly 
missed winning its first city championship in fourteen 
years. 
As hod been the case in the two previous years, 
Lowe started out with a rookie pocked team. How-
ever we are very fortunate to have two of the best 
coaches in the city in Ray Ryan and Ross Edwards, 
and they quickly shaped us into a strong contending 
team. 
The boys started out unimpressively, losing to 
Kennedy 19-0. This game proved lo be the only bod 
game they played all season. The following week 
they whipped Walkerville 25-0, with Don Merrifield 
leading the way, scoring three touchdowns. Losing 
their next two games to Potterson ( 15-44) and As-
sumption ( 20- 1 2) did not discourage the team, and 
they promptly bounced bock lo defeat Forster ( 8-0) 
and Herman ( 20- 12). 
Lowe now faced Assumption in the semi-finals, 
and, as usual, Lowe was ploying their favourite role 
as underdogs. The fans who attended that game 
were treated to a real "thriller". Lowe took a lead 
in the first half and held on strongly in the la~I half 
to win their semi-final game 7 to 6. 
A few days later, however, the Roughriders, al-
though they played a good game, were defeated by 
Kennedy 19- 13. 
/\; c, rc·u!t of their performance this season, 
Lowe is r.ow highly regarded in the W.S.S.A. ranks. 
Lowe Vo::ationol was very well represented in 
the ,\II-city rolings this year as Henry Czerwieniec, 
our hard driving fullback, and Victor Rodovid,, our 
star centre, were named lo the dream team of 1958. 
Also representing the second team were Tom Awad, 
John Hidi, So~dy Koshmere and Don Merrifield. In-
juries lo star lineman Sandy Kashmere and hard-
running halfback Dave Ambedian hamperecJ Lowe's 
bid for the championship. 
Don Merrifield led the team in scoring this year 
with four touchdowns o,d a convert, for 25 points 
during the regular season. 
The annual trophy for the most valuable player 
to the team was awarded to two players this year. 
The choice by coaches Ray Ryon and Ross Edwards 
was a popular one, as Henry C::crwien:ec and Victor 
Radovich were equally valuable to the team. The 
trophy for the most improved player on the team was 
awarded to Roger Diluca. Rog began the season not 
expecting lo see full time action, but he improved 
steadily and was one of the team's bulwarks as the 
season progressed. 
Next year, Lowe will be an all boys school, and 
this, coupled with several key players returning, and 
many members of our powerful junior squad coming 
up. should make Lowe Vocational a team to watch 
in 1959. 
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